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From kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org Mon Nov 1 11:26:41 1999
From: kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org (kwestwoo@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Help with GRS/Automated Archives viewer
In-Reply-To: <LYR6182-41555-1999.10.16-11.14.05-KWESTWOO#CWMARSMAIL.CWMARS.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYR6144-41545-1999.10.16-09.49.17-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <199911011624.LAA22308@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org>
Dear colleagues,
We have just migrated several of our databases from an older 486
computer (Windows 3.1) to a Pentium II with Windows 98 on it. All of
our Automated Archives disks (c. 1989 - 1995) work fine on the old
machine, and most of them do on the new machine as well. But using
the same viewer there are six that don't work.
We have tried using two different cd-rom drives, and are sure the
problem is in the software and not the hardware. We have checked the
installation, designated drive letter and resource path, and all are
correct.
Has anyone else migrated these products, had similar problems, and
found solutions?
Also, does anyone know where we might get an update
of our viewer or some other software resolution to the problem?
Thanks for any suggestions!
Katharine
Katharine C. Westwood
Local History Librarian
Berkshire Athenaeum
1 Wendell Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass.
01201
(413) 499-9486
From heritagelib at hargray.com Mon Nov 1 19:10:28 1999
From: heritagelib at hargray.com (Randy Holcombe)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Help with GRS/Automated Archives viewer
References: <LYR6144-41545-1999.10.16-09.49.17-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu> <LYR32162-44361-1999.11.01-11.25.42-heritagelib#hargray.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <381DE5A4.9A2B5391@hargray.com>
We also have all of the old Automated Archives CD's, as well as the newer Family
Tree Maker releases. The Oldest ones run only on the DOS application that comes
on the CD. There were several versions, you probably need to load the latest
version and run all of the DOS cd from that. Many of the later CD's only run
under Family Tree Maker (or Family Archive Viewer) and Windows. The Family
Archive Viewer can be downloaded for free from the FamilyTreeMaker.com web site.
You may consider replacing the DOS databases with the new windows versions so that
you do not need to ever deal with the problems of running DOS under windows. When
we do need to run the DOS applications, we usually just boot from a floppy.
Thanks,
Randy Holcombe
kwestwoo@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org wrote:

> Dear colleagues,
>
We have just migrated several of our databases from an older 486
> computer (Windows 3.1) to a Pentium II with Windows 98 on it. All of
> our Automated Archives disks (c. 1989 - 1995) work fine on the old
> machine, and most of them do on the new machine as well. But using
> the same viewer there are six that don't work.
>
We have tried using two different cd-rom drives, and are sure the
> problem is in the software and not the hardware. We have checked the
> installation, designated drive letter and resource path, and all are
> correct.
>
Has anyone else migrated these products, had similar problems, and
> found solutions?
>
Also, does anyone know where we might get an update
> of our viewer or some other software resolution to the problem?
>
Thanks for any suggestions!
>
Katharine
> Katharine C. Westwood
> Local History Librarian
> Berkshire Athenaeum
> 1 Wendell Avenue
> Pittsfield, Mass.
01201
> (413) 499-9486
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: heritagelib@hargray.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: heritagelib.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 425 bytes
Desc: Card for Randy Holcombe
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991101/295340a2/
heritagelib.vcf
From chamer at gnofn.org Mon Nov 1 17:20:32 1999
From: chamer at gnofn.org (Collin Hamer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Elementary School Yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <LYR6168-43727-1999.10.28-12.43.02-CHAMER#GNOFN.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.95.991101171143.17678C-100000@sparkie.gnofn.org>
The New Orleans Public Library has a few elementary school yearbooks. They
seem to be issued only by private or parochial schools. We are the only
public library in the state that actively seeks out high school yearbooks
for our region. Although we never considered them from the genealogical
standpoint, a few of our items from the 1930's have been used for that
reason.
***********************************************************************************
******************************************************
* Collin B. Hamer, Jr.
Email: chamer@gnofn.org
* Louisiana Division
Phone: 504-596-2614
* New Orleans Public Library
Fax:
504-596-2609
* 219 Loyola Avenue
* New Orleans, Louisiana 70112-2044
*************************************************************************

On Thu, 28 Oct 1999, Cynthia M. Van Ness wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I regularly get asked if our library has elementary school yearbooks. I
don't think I have ever seen a grade school yearbook in the city I grew up
in or here in Buffalo. My 6th grade class got a class photo, not a
yearbook. I don't think such creatures exist, and that is what I tell my
patrons.
Does anyone else's experience differ?
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=--=-=-=-=-=-=Cynthia Van Ness, M.L.S., af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
*Clean, dependable, hard-working. What kind of monster have I become?*
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: CHAMER@GNOFN.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From dmoneta at dlapr.lib.az.us Tue Nov 2 10:18:05 1999
From: dmoneta at dlapr.lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Genealogical Sourcebooks
In-Reply-To: <LYR6421-43443-1999.10.27-12.15.04--DMONETA#DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US
@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.1.19991102092219.00b92d30@dlapr.lib.az.us>
Dear Fellow Librarians,
We have a non-circulating genealogy collection of approximately 10,000
volumes at the Arizona State Library which is part of the Arizona State
Department of Library, Archives and Public Records. The director of the
Department, GladysAnn Wells, has decided to use a portion of our LSTA
(Library Services and Technology Act) funds from the federal government to
create a circulating collection of basic genealogy reference books which
will be available through Interlibrary Loan. This is one of the
Department's efforts in resource sharing and collaborative collection
development.
Now for the fun part - selecting the material for this circulating
collection! I am not sure yet how much money we will have to spend the
first year but it will be an ongoing resource. I want to start out with
basic reference materials like: The Source, Printed Sources, Genealogist's
Address Book, Evidence, The Center, Land and Property Research,
Genealogist's Address Book, County Courthouse Book, The Handybook, Guide to
Naturalization Records of the United States, The Center : A guide to
Genealogical Research in the National Capitol Area, The Great War, They
Became Americans, Netting Your Ancestors, and some of the other online
resource books. We are hoping to fill the gap for some of the smaller
public libraries in the state that can not afford to purchase these items.
One of the items we want to get are genealogical sourcebooks for ethnic
studies. In our non-circulating collection we have the Gale Research

series: African American Genealogical Sourcebook, Asian American
Genealogical Sourcebook, Hispanic American Genealogical Sourcebook, and
Native American Genealogical Sourcebook. I have used the Hispanic and the
Native American volumes and think they are good reference books for people
starting their research.
Here is my question: Has anyone used the Oryx American Family Tree Series?
I see that they have a book for twelve ethnic groups. How would you compare
these two series?
Also, if you have some other suggestions for a basic reference collection,
I would appreciate it.
Sincerely,
Daniela
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400

From wclark at tsl.state.tx.us Tue Nov 2 12:27:26 1999
From: wclark at tsl.state.tx.us (Wendy Clark)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Genealogical Sourcebooks
Message-ID: <15EE7D2CFB19D311835600805F9A905622BA53@Exchange.tsl.state.tx.us>
Our Genealogy Collection owns the Mexican-American title in the Oryx Family
Tree series. While definitely geared to young people, it appears to me at
least to be a well done, useful resource that might be utilized by beginning
adult readers or those learning English as a second language as well as
young people. I'm handing out flyers about the series at the introductory
genealogy workshops for Texas librarians that I'm doing around the state
this fall to alert them to the series availability. There isn't a lot
available for young people, so it's nice to see a well-done tool. The
workshop series I'm doing is entitled Everything's Relative... (see
www.tsl.state.tx.us/ld/workshops). During the workshop, I provide the
attendees from small to medium libraries with a list of recommended general
resources to help them start or enhance their collection.
There was a good article on genealogy collection development in the April
1, 1999 issue of Library Journal written by Thomas Jay Kemp. Kemp recommends
some solid resources for research in other countries along with many of the
best general resources. I believe the Local History Roundtable of the
Reference and Users Services (RUSA) division of ALA also recommends an
historical/genealogical resource annually.
Many vendors of genealogical vendors now offer their catalogs online. One of
the largest vendors, perhaps, is Genealogy Bookshop, formerly known as
Genealogical Publishing Company. Their site can be found at
www.genealogybookshop.com
An inexpensive resource for circulating materials that I would recommend is
the research guides published by the Society of Latter Day Saints
(Mormons). The guides are available for downloading at the familysearch.org
website but can also be purchased for a nominal fee then cataloged and put
into pamphlet binders, etc. for circulation. While geared to research at
the Mormon family history libraries, they contain good, general information

to assist patrons wherever they conduct their research.
Good luck buying!
Wendy Clark
Special Services Consultant
Library Development Division
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
PO Box 12927
Austin, TX 78711-2927
512-936-2236
-----Original Message----From: Daniela Moneta [mailto:dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us]
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 1999 11:18 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Genealogical Sourcebooks
Dear Fellow Librarians,
We have a non-circulating genealogy collection of approximately 10,000
volumes at the Arizona State Library which is part of the Arizona State
Department of Library, Archives and Public Records. The director of the
Department, GladysAnn Wells, has decided to use a portion of our LSTA
(Library Services and Technology Act) funds from the federal government to
create a circulating collection of basic genealogy reference books which
will be available through Interlibrary Loan. This is one of the
Department's efforts in resource sharing and collaborative collection
development.
Now for the fun part - selecting the material for this circulating
collection! I am not sure yet how much money we will have to spend the
first year but it will be an ongoing resource. I want to start out with
basic reference materials like: The Source, Printed Sources, Genealogist's
Address Book, Evidence, The Center, Land and Property Research,
Genealogist's Address Book, County Courthouse Book, The Handybook, Guide to
Naturalization Records of the United States, The Center : A guide to
Genealogical Research in the National Capitol Area, The Great War, They
Became Americans, Netting Your Ancestors, and some of the other online
resource books. We are hoping to fill the gap for some of the smaller
public libraries in the state that can not afford to purchase these items.
One of the items we want to get are genealogical sourcebooks for ethnic
studies. In our non-circulating collection we have the Gale Research
series: African American Genealogical Sourcebook, Asian American
Genealogical Sourcebook, Hispanic American Genealogical Sourcebook, and
Native American Genealogical Sourcebook. I have used the Hispanic and the
Native American volumes and think they are good reference books for people
starting their research.
Here is my question: Has anyone used the Oryx American Family Tree Series?
I see that they have a book for twelve ethnic groups. How would you compare
these two series?
Also, if you have some other suggestions for a basic reference collection,
I would appreciate it.

Sincerely,
Daniela
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: wclark@tsl.state.tx.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From RDombrow at ci.leesburg.fl.us Wed Nov 3 12:33:38 1999
From: RDombrow at ci.leesburg.fl.us (Robin Dombrow)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Genealogical Sourcebooks
Message-ID: <810D173425A3D111A3C500E0290590972634B7@mercury>
Here is my question: Has anyone used the Oryx American Family Tree Series?
I see that they have a book for twelve ethnic groups. How would you
comparethese two series?
Unless you check each volume out thoroughly, I wouldn't use the Oryx series.
We purchased the British American volume to see what it was like and
possibly buy the rest of the set. I was not impressed. I pulled my notes so
you can get an idea.
The organization in nonsensical. Eighty two pages are spent primarily in
bibliographies which are of little use for the subject or are old. The
chapter on British history does not address anything which could be useful
for someone starting out in research. How many of us get our families back
to even 1600 much less to the middle ages? The purpose of the volume was
not clear.
On p. 88, the author states "You can also go to a research library with a
genealogy department and pay twenty five cents or 50 cents for a copy of
each form ..." Many libraries have basic forms for 10c ea. Counties are
not the only places to obtain vital records. The state sources are not
listed.
Instead of encouraging students to work in ways that will cost little or
no money, Ms. Johnson advocates NGS's course on genealogy which costs over
$200 for members. In chapter 5, the bibliography has ridiculous items for
beginners to access such as Welsh genealogies from 300-1500 AD and the
address for Catherine House. Unless the student came over from England or
their parents did, this is nuts.
On p. 117, Everton's genealogical helper is listed as Evertons genealogic
helper. On p. 119, the author states that the first question someone should
ask at a library is if we can find out if a published history exists for
that family. Just because the name's the same, doesn't mean it's the same
family.
On p. 120, OCLC is not referred to correctly by name or what it is. I
states that there is a relationship between OCLC and the Library of
Congresss.
P. 121. - there is a statement that "sources and documents are so
numerous. Fortunately, scholars have culled them already." This is
patently absurd. Not all sources have been found and even fewer are indexed.
P. 122. - There is a statement that reads: " Sadly there was a serious
fire at the National Archives in the early twentieth century, destroying

most of the census records through 1880. The year 1890 is in fragments."
Obviously this is incorrect.
P. 124. - glaring error. The IGI is not a transcription of "vital records
from all over the world". Acts as though everything is there and correct.
This is not the case.
P. 159. statement is made that "staying on the cutting edge of
organizational technology was a matter of survival" for the people at the
Family History Library. They have not been in the forefront and their
product, PAF is not a forward thinking program. It can not do things many
other programs do.
The bibliographies are alphabetical by category. Therefore American,
English, Welsh, Irish and Scottish works are lumped together. There should
be subject listings for general guides, military, etc.
There are other objections I had to this work. This gives you the gist of
some of them. There were misspellings and errors both of commission and
omission.
Robin
Robin D. Dombrowsky
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
204 N. 5th St.
Leesburg, FL 34748
(352)728-9790
rdombrow@ci.leesburg.fl.us

From Swseaholm at augustana.edu Thu Nov 4 11:54:35 1999
From: Swseaholm at augustana.edu (Seaholm, Jill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Policy question
Message-ID: <A292A05FDF99D211A0760090271E0FF53AFEA3@loki.augustana.edu>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

My name is Jill Seaholm, and I work in genealogy at the Swenson Swedish
Immigration Research Center at Augustana College in Rock Island, Illinois.
We are an academic research library for Swedish immigration history, but
many of our patrons are genealogists. We are not a public library; we are
a small-sized, small-staffed, privately-funded research library, open to
the
public by appointment. We get some walk-ins, but try to impress on them
to always call ahead in the future. People can request research through
the
mail by printing out our research request form from our web site and
paying
our hourly fee, which is reduced for members.
We are currently working on the issue of accessibility to genealogists. We
have excellent resources for doing Swedish-American genealogy--mostly on
microfiche and microfilm. Many of these records require special skills,
such as reading the Swedish language, etc. Our basic policy has been that

> if patrons come to us in person, they can use our records free of charge
> (except for a suggested $5 donation per day). However, many people do need
> assistance, as they do not have the necessary skills. This means that our
> staff members can be burdened with a lot of extra work. We have tried to
> find volunteers to help us, and we do use student "labor" as much as
> possible, but they are limited to 9 hours of work per week. This means
> that we are "vulnerable" when someone, at times unannounced, walks in and
> needs a lot of help.
>
> There is not much we can do about the number of patrons and what they
> want to research, but we have decided to start to charge a definite fee
> for the use of our facilities and an additional hourly fee for our time
> for
> "excessive assistance and translation." There will be incentives for
> members. We are a bit concerned that people will be afraid to ask us for
> basic help and potentially not get what they could out of our records,
> and/or complain loudly.
>
> To address the question of hours, we are going to start being open for
> genealogical research only four days per week instead of five. We are, of
> course, concerned that people will come to us, and discover that we are
> closed for genealogy--but that we are still there working on other things.
> We will, however, announce the new policy widely--on our web-site, in our
> newsletter, etc.
>
>
> We are interested in hearing from others with similar problems. Can any of
> you share experiences? Do you have similar rules in place and how do you
> enforce them without alienating people? We are funded by private
> contributions, so we need to encourage people to join at the same time.
> How can we differentiate between "getting them started" assistance and
> "doing research for them" assistance? We are also associated with a
> college (we will be flexible for them) and cannot afford to develop a
> nasty
> reputation with the public, prospective students, or their parents.
>
> I am grateful for any advice. Our board of directors agrees that we
> should
> charge a "user fee," an hourly assistance fee, and close for genealogy an
> extra day, but they would like us to work out potential problems and seek
> advice from other libraries. Thank you very much. Jill
>
> Jill Seaholm, Genealogy swseaholm@augustana.edu
> Swenson Swedish Immigration Research Center
> Augustana College
> 639 38th St
> Rock Island IL 61201-2296
>
> http://www.augustana.edu/administration/swenson/
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4044 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991104/512302ea/
attachment.bin
From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Fri Nov 5 01:02:46 1999

From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Policy question
Message-ID: <199911050102_MC2-8BC3-17CC@compuserve.com>
Message text written by "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
>
> We are currently working on the issue of accessibility to genealogists.
We
> have excellent resources for doing Swedish-American genealogy--mostly on
> microfiche and microfilm. Many of these records require special skills,
> such as reading the Swedish language, etc. Our basic policy has been that
> if patrons come to us in person, they can use our records free of charge
> (except for a suggested $5 donation per day). However, many people do
need
> assistance, as they do not have the necessary skills. This means that our
> staff members can be burdened with a lot of extra work. We have tried to
> find volunteers to help us, and we do use student "labor" as much as
> possible, but they are limited to 9 hours of work per week. This means
> that we are "vulnerable" when someone, at times unannounced, walks in and
> needs a lot of help.
>
> There is not much we can do about the number of patrons and what they
> want to research, but we have decided to start to charge a definite fee
> for the use of our facilities and an additional hourly fee for our time
> for "excessive assistance and translation." There will be incentives for
> members. We are a bit concerned that people will be afraid to ask us for
> basic help and potentially not get what they could out of our records,
> and/or complain loudly.
>
> To address the question of hours, we are going to start being open for
> genealogical research only four days per week instead of five. We are,
of
> course, concerned that people will come to us, and discover that we are
> closed for genealogy--but that we are still there working on other
things.
> We will, however, announce the new policy widely--on our web-site, in our
> newsletter, etc.
>
>
> We are interested in hearing from others with similar problems. Can any
of
> you share experiences? Do you have similar rules in place and how do you
> enforce them without alienating people? We are funded by private
> contributions, so we need to encourage people to join at the same time.
> How can we differentiate between "getting them started" assistance and
> "doing research for them" assistance? We are also associated with a
> college (we will be flexible for them) and cannot afford to develop a
> nasty reputation with the public, prospective students, or their parents.
>
> I am grateful for any advice. Our board of directors agrees that we
> should charge a "user fee," an hourly assistance fee, and close for
genealogy an
> extra day, but they would like us to work out potential problems and seek
> advice from other libraries.
Jill -

Thank you very much.

Jill<

I see a few different issues with your situation, with different answers.
First off, I think if you have a written policy, and inforce it across the
board, no one can argue too much. Well, someone always will, but that will
happen no matter what you do.
We are a membership genealogy library, and we charge a library fee for
non-members. Occasionally, we have problem with visitors who do not wish to
pay, but enforcing the charge is something that needs to be done on a case
by case basis. Just post a "Non-member Library Fee" and let it go at that.
They'll either pay, or they'll go somewhere else. Same for the change in
hours.
The "excessive assistance fee" is a different matter. It seems like trouble
waiting to happen. Where do you decide what is the bound of excessive? I
know from working in the library (or on the internet), that I'm much more
apt to spend more time helping someone with an interesting problem, or
someone who is particularly nice. This is not done as a for-fee service,
so feel it is my perogative. When a fee is charged, I see a danger that
this will still be the case. You'd have to be very careful to see that the
fee charging is not predicated on whether their problem is interesting or
they are nice. You'd have to charge the same as for the mean people with
pedantic problems. It would be tough to fairly do.
Perhaps you could set up a special program, for 15-minute tutoring or
translating sessions at a set price. If you only have volunteers available
at specific times, let those be the sessions. If a patron asks a question
that it is obvious will take a special session - politely suggest they
arrange for it, because the librarian on duty cannot neglect his/her duties
at this time to help more than a minute or two.
As I am sure your website clearly delineats what you will do for the
research fee you charge, do the same here. If you're offering a service
they need, I think they will adjust to your schedule or figure it out on
their own.
Of course, we're now dealing with a whole new breed of genealogist who
think they deserve ot have everything right now, over the internet, and for
free. I don't know how we combat that.
Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/
From gdala1 at hotmail.com Fri Nov 5 07:41:03 1999
From: gdala1 at hotmail.com (Amy Hay)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Policy question
Message-ID: <19991105154104.71643.qmail@hotmail.com>
(snip)
> > How can we differentiate between "getting them started" assistance and
> > "doing research for them" assistance? (snip)
I would bet ALL of us, no matter how our institutions are funded,
this essential question on a daily basis.

struggle

We have a list of local indiduals who will do fee-based genealogical
research, and it's easy to mail this list to mail-research patrons. It's
less easy to define the line in-person, although I do give the list to some
very demanding patrons. I would bet that small libraries have a harder time
with this issue than larger libraries, just because of the intimacy of the
environment.
Other than putting a time frame on the issue (eg 20 minutes with each
patron), it's very hard to define the exact moment when "getting them
started" crosses over into "doing research for them". And defining that
moment is what a policy statement is all about.
I don't think there's an easy answer to this one, and am curious to read
what others have to say.
Amy
______________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com
From kdm at ckls.org Fri Nov 5 10:04:22 1999
From: kdm at ckls.org (Kathy Mitchum)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Policy question
In-Reply-To: <LYR6180-45272-1999.11.05-01.03.19--KDM#CKLS.ORG@lists.acom
p.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <199911051614.KAA12881@services.kansasweb.com>
JillI agree with the previous poster about the "excessive assistance" idea; I
think it's going to be a real problem. Also, part of being reference
librarians, especially at a research facility, is providing reference
service. Sometimes this takes just a minute to show the patron the correct
source, other times it takes way to much time looking for the impossible.
But it is what we do. We can't judge how important each patron's research
is to the world in general and charge accordingly. (We may do this
personally, but can't professionally)
For instance, if I came to do research at your facility (as a genealogist,
since that's my hobby) I would already be familiar with Swedish records and
would mainly be interested in being pointed in the right direction to find
your materials--then I'd work on my own mostly. Another researcher may
walk in, just beginning to learn about Swedish sources and need more
one-on-one assistance. What price do you put on each instance? Does that
mean you "owe me" extra reference assistance because you spent so little
time with me? I just think the whole situation is too much of a judgment
call.
However, I can see that perhaps some service such as "translations" might
be made a separate charge.
I hear you have nice resources at your facility, even though I've never
used them, but I'd like to see that Swedish-American researchers aren't
deprived of those based on income level, too.

At 01:02 AM 11/5/99 -0500, you wrote:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

......
There is not much we can do about the number of patrons and what they
want to research, but we have decided to start to charge a definite fee
for the use of our facilities and an additional hourly fee for our time
for "excessive assistance and translation." There will be incentives for
members. We are a bit concerned that people will be afraid to ask us for
basic help and potentially not get what they could out of our records,
and/or complain loudly........

>Jill >
>I see a few different issues with your situation, with different answers.
>
.........
>The "excessive assistance fee" is a different matter. It seems like trouble
>waiting to happen. Where do you decide what is the bound of excessive? I
>know from working in the library (or on the internet), that I'm much more
>apt to spend more time helping someone with an interesting problem, or
>someone who is particularly nice. This is not done as a for-fee service,
>so feel it is my perogative. When a fee is charged, I see a danger that
>this will still be the case. You'd have to be very careful to see that the
>fee charging is not predicated on whether their problem is interesting or
>they are nice. You'd have to charge the same as for the mean people with
>pedantic problems. It would be tough to fairly do........
Kathy Mitchum
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
kdm@ckls.org
From munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG Fri Nov 5 12:03:59 1999
From: munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG (munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Policy question <LYR6195-45333-1999.11.05-11.14.39-MUNROE#AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.PMDF.3.91.991105115407.137902A-100000@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG>
In a medium sized public library, the problem is that the "genealogy
expert" (me) does'nt work the full 74 hours per week we are open. The
best answers to date include volunteers (beginners who call are
encouraged to come when a 'coach' is available), a basic level of
competency for all staff (I code soundex in my head; they only need to
know how to find the soundex converter on the Web), and LOTS of
pathfinders, bibliographies, and "cheat sheets." We have separate
sheets for different census years, for instance. I'm sure you can do
ones for US censuses, Swedish censuses, church records (in each place)
and passenger lists (getting on and getting off) and whatever else is
peculiar to Swedish research. make them into one big book and the rest
of us will buy is besides!
How about making your own videos, like the
LDS uses?
Good luck!
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."
Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997
Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org

Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________

From rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us Sat Nov 6 00:24:41 1999
From: rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Renee Steinig)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: policy question
In-Reply-To: <LYR6418-45250-1999.11.05-00.00.55-RSTEINIG#SUFFOLK.LIB.NY.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.3.95.991105103854.26203E-100000@bookworm>
Jill Seaholm <Swseaholm@augustana.edu> wrote...
> > ....However, many people do need
> > assistance, as they do not have the necessary skills.
> > ... we have decided to start to charge a definite fee
> > for the use of our facilities and an additional hourly fee for our time
> > for "excessive assistance and translation."
I read Jill's inquiry with a dual perspective, since I am both
a researcher and a provider of assistance to researchers.
In both hats, I appreciate the need for limits on time
devoted to demanding and/or clueless genealogists. Articulating
your new policy in a positive manner will make a big difference.
Rather than effectively telling people you'll have to charge them if they
ask too many questions, express your policy in terms of the opportunity
you are giving patrons to receive a special, enhanced service for a
fee.
Renee
Renee Steinig
Jewish Genealogy Society of Long Island
RSteinig@suffolk.lib.ny.us

From studebas at mlc.lib.mi.us Sat Nov 6 15:40:19 1999
From: studebas at mlc.lib.mi.us (Sandra Studebaker)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Policy question
Message-ID: <199911062036.PAA12641@cobra.mlc.lib.mi.us>
Jill,
I would agree with an earlier respondent regarding the inadvisability of
charging genealogy patrons an additional fee for more than basic
assistance. What is the purpose of charging additional fees--to pay for
additional staff or to discourage genealogy patrons? It seems that if the
library is going to have a open door policy, the Board needs to be aware
of, and supportive of, the needs of non-researchers who will expect to be
given more assistance than that needed by experienced researchers.

I managed a medical library in a large community hospital and faced the
same situation as other privately financed libraries. We were not funded
or staffed to serve the public, but the public has other perceptions about
access to information and assistance in identifying and obtaining it. (Is
that the result of our "free" public library structure?) Fortunately, we
did not have too many walk-ins and in response to telephone callers, it was
far easier for me to pull together some information and mail it to them
gratis as a good will gesture.
Now that I am retired from my full time profession, I volunteer in a local
LDS Family History Center library that is operated on a totally volunteer
basis, including the Director. It has been my observation that the LDS
volunteer staff, and other patrons, are able to be more customer focused
than paid library staff, who have many other "back room" responsibilities.
The only external compensation received by these volunteers, for the
incredible amount of hand holding they do, is the opportunity to have
increased access to, and use of, the genealogy resources.
So my suggestion for your situation, if feasible, is to consider having a
cadre of more knowledgeable genealogist volunteers to assist the less
experienced in exchange for increased access to the collection and waiving
the daily fee, then limit this service to certain days or times as
necessary. Better to not even open the door, than to open it and not be
able to provide service.
Sandra Studebaker, MSLS
studebas@mlc.lib.mi.us
---------> From: Seaholm, Jill <Swseaholm@augustana.edu>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: [genealib] Policy question
> Date: Thursday, November 04, 1999 12:54 PM
>
> > My name is Jill Seaholm, and I work in genealogy at the Swenson Swedish
> > Immigration Research Center at Augustana College in Rock Island,
Illinois.
> > We are an academic research library for Swedish immigration history,
but
> > many of our patrons are genealogists. We are not a public library; we
are
> > a small-sized, small-staffed, privately-funded research library, open
to
> > the
> > public by appointment. We get some walk-ins, but try to impress on
them
> > to always call ahead in the future. People can request research
through
> > the
> > mail by printing out our research request form from our web site and
> > paying
> > our hourly fee, which is reduced for members.
> >
> > We are currently working on the issue of accessibility to genealogists.
We
> > have excellent resources for doing Swedish-American genealogy--mostly
on
> > microfiche and microfilm. Many of these records require special skills,
> > such as reading the Swedish language, etc. Our basic policy has been

that
> > if patrons come to us in person, they can use our records free of
charge
> > (except for a suggested $5 donation per day). However, many people do
need
> > assistance, as they do not have the necessary skills. This means that
our
> > staff members can be burdened with a lot of extra work. We have tried
to
> > find volunteers to help us, and we do use student "labor" as much as
> > possible, but they are limited to 9 hours of work per week. This means
> > that we are "vulnerable" when someone, at times unannounced, walks in
and
> > needs a lot of help.
> >
> > There is not much we can do about the number of patrons and what they
> > want to research, but we have decided to start to charge a definite fee
> > for the use of our facilities and an additional hourly fee for our time
> > for
> > "excessive assistance and translation." There will be incentives for
> > members. We are a bit concerned that people will be afraid to ask us
for
> > basic help and potentially not get what they could out of our records,
> > and/or complain loudly.
> >
> > To address the question of hours, we are going to start being open for
> > genealogical research only four days per week instead of five. We are,
of
> > course, concerned that people will come to us, and discover that we are
> > closed for genealogy--but that we are still there working on other
things.
> > We will, however, announce the new policy widely--on our web-site, in
our
> > newsletter, etc.
> >
> >
> > We are interested in hearing from others with similar problems. Can any
of
> > you share experiences? Do you have similar rules in place and how do
you
> > enforce them without alienating people? We are funded by private
> > contributions, so we need to encourage people to join at the same time.
> > How can we differentiate between "getting them started" assistance and
> > "doing research for them" assistance? We are also associated with a
> > college (we will be flexible for them) and cannot afford to develop a
> > nasty
> > reputation with the public, prospective students, or their parents.
> >
> > I am grateful for any advice. Our board of directors agrees that we
> > should
> > charge a "user fee," an hourly assistance fee, and close for genealogy
an
> > extra day, but they would like us to work out potential problems and
seek
> > advice from other libraries. Thank you very much. Jill
> >
> > Jill Seaholm, Genealogy swseaholm@augustana.edu
> > Swenson Swedish Immigration Research Center

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

Augustana College
639 38th St
Rock Island IL 61201-2296
http://www.augustana.edu/administration/swenson/

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Sat Nov 6 18:18:09 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Key scholarly Genealogy and Family History Links Web Directory.
Message-ID: <3824E161.8A5927C0@dcn.davis.ca.us>
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
For those seeking to avoid sources with shoddy
information, please be advised that the Britannica
Internet Guide, [The Web's Best Sites chosen by
Britannica's editors], is currently online, FREE!!!
"The world's best Web sites, plus magazines, books,
and the complete Encyclop?dia Britannica", are now
located at Web Pages for Scholarly Societies.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/archives.htm#Scholarly
Another sample reference from this site is:
RESOURCES OF SCHOLARLY SOCIETIES - History, at:
http://www.lib.uwaterloo.ca/society/history_soc.html
These Internet links are part of the Best University
related Genealogy and Family History Internet sites,
with examples, as discussed at:
http://www.prweb.com/releases/1999/prweb9996.htm
Further comprehensive worldwide connections are listed
by Topic, such as Military, at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/archives.htm#Military
This site includes such items as:
Armed Forces of the World
Includes official military servers and other
defence (defense) information.
Military Directory Worldwide
[1,643 links from the Open Directory Project]
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/homepage.htm#Here
Listed in: Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]

From Ikauff.LIBRPO.ACGPRIME at co.arlington.va.us

Tue Nov

9 16:16:48 1999

From: Ikauff.LIBRPO.ACGPRIME at co.arlington.va.us (Ingrid Kauffman)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Key scholarly Genealogy and Family History Links Web Directory.
Message-ID: <s8284920.056@co.arlington.va.us>
Is anyone else having trouble getting information off of the Family Search internet
site? I have a patron who had been getting all kinds of information on certain
names she was typing in and now when she types in those names (I did help her) it
says no information found. And she has printouts of the previous searches so I know
there was info there before. Apparently they have added some "NEW" delimiters and
these problems started at that time. When I signed on this afternoon there was a
note that it will be unavailable for 24 hours starting at 8 tonight, so maybe they
will fix whatever is wrong. It was also giving me a "Javascript error" message and
wouldn't let me click on "Feedback" so I thought I would try the list serve.

From dbrownel at snap.lib.ca.us Tue Nov 9 14:28:42 1999
From: dbrownel at snap.lib.ca.us (Dick Brownell)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Genealogy Reference Interview
Message-ID: <01BF2ABE.B99A1920.dbrownel@snap.lib.ca.us>
I am looking for a written or internet source (or help from this list)
detailing the elements of a Genealogy Reference Interview (as compared to a
general reference interview) which the reference staff of a public library
could use in dealing with genealogy questions. The librarians at my library
(including myself) are experienced reference librarians, but have little
training in genealogy librarianship. Thank you for your help.... Dick
Brownell--- Vacaville Public Library; a branch of Solano County Library.
.
From bralston at auckland-library.govt.nz Wed Nov 10 11:40:04 1999
From: bralston at auckland-library.govt.nz (Bruce Ralston)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Website from down under
Message-ID: <99Nov10.110336nzdt.17025@firewall.auckland-library.govt.nz>
I thought those of you in the northern hemisphere might like to know about
Auckland City Libraries new website. Auckland City Libraries is reputedly
the largest public library system in the southern hemisphere, and at last
we are able to provide our catalogue and some other resources online.
http://akcity.govt.nz/library
There is genealogical content, including a Family History page, which might
give you some idea of the focus of family history in the antipodes, and our
IWIDEX database (using Inmagic) which provides access to Maori tribal
resources within the library.
Bruce Ralston
Family History Librarian
Auckland Research Centre
Auckland City Libraries
From caf at starnet.com.br

Wed Nov 10 00:42:09 1999

From: caf at starnet.com.br (Cybelle de =?iso-8859-1?Q?Assump=E7=E3o?= Fontes)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Genealogy Reference Interview
References: <LYR94090-46010-1999.11.09-17.27.12-caf#starnet.com.br@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3828DB81.27C7C6DA@starnet.com.br>
Dear Dick:
I don't know (yet) anything like you asked. But few months ago someone asked me
about Oral History.
I have some addresses (above) and perhaps they could help you about the questions.
I really hope they could be usefull to you.
With my best wishes,
Cybelle de Assumpcao Fontes
Bauru, SP - Brazil
*Oral History Questions
http://www.rootsweb.com/~genepool/oralhist.htm
*Using Oral History - Lesson overview
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ndlpedu/lessons/oralhist/ohhome.html
Under this site, you will find:
*Oral History and Federal Writer's Project
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ndlpedu/lessons/oralhist/ohfwp.html
*Guidelines for Oral History Interviews
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ndlpedu/lessons/oralhist/ohguide.html
Dick Brownell wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am looking for a written or internet source (or help from this list)
detailing the elements of a Genealogy Reference Interview (as compared to a
general reference interview) which the reference staff of a public library
could use in dealing with genealogy questions. The librarians at my library
(including myself) are experienced reference librarians, but have little
training in genealogy librarianship. Thank you for your help.... Dick
Brownell--- Vacaville Public Library; a branch of Solano County Library.
.
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: caf@starnet.com.br
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From johnmead at teleport.com Tue Nov 9 22:28:18 1999
From: johnmead at teleport.com (John Mead)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:21 2003
Subject: Policy question-my rant
In-Reply-To: <LYR6286-45941-1999.11.09-11.57.56--JOHNMEAD#TELEPORT.COM@l
ists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.19991109222818.007dd260@mail.teleport.com>

Jill, you may start to wonder about the water here in Oregon, since Chris
works for the Oregon State Library and I work for the Oregon Historical
Society Library, and I agree with his take on things [hmm, it *could* be
the water, I grew up in Salem...]
Anyway, yes, charge for your services. We at the Oregon Historical Society
Library charge $6.00 admission for those who do not meet our criteria for
pre-paid admission [OHS member or Multnomah County resident/library card
holder (we were included in the local library tax levy, they give us money,
their patrons are considered pre-paid)]. We charge $35.00/hour for
research. As I recollect from working in the Chicago Public Library ILL
unit several universities in Illinois are now charging for research
requests [UIUC was charging $30.00/hour, I believe] as a result of state
funding cuts [four institutions were being paid to provide ILL/reference
services for the state of Illinois (they were designated Reference &
Research Institutions)]; when the funds were cut and they lost 75% of their
staff they ceased providing "free" [pre-paid by the State] research services.
There is *NO SUCH THING* as a free library. Libraries cost. Libraries
cost quite a bit when compared to the bean-counters concept of revenues if
there is no direct correlation between the *existance* of the library and
revenues. If your administration is supportive of your charging
admission/research fees to those who are *not* part of your primary service
group, which is defined the purpose of your institution, DO SO! Who knows,
given enough revenues generated by service to those who are *not* part of
your reason for existing you might even get increased staffing which could
eventually result in increased public hours.
And having glanced at your website, and seen some of the resources you hvae
available, there may be a research request wafting its merry way to you
sometime in the future [G-Grandparents on one side came from Jonkoping
pre-1895, my grandmother (one of their kids, who will be 101 at the end of
the month!) was born in a Chicago suburb...
yrs,
John Mead
Oregon Historical Society Library
johnm@ohs.org [but posting from his home email account]
At 08:58 AM 11/9/1999 U, RUMBAUGH Christopher D wrote:
<All of Chris' stuff snipped, all valid!>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

My name is Jill Seaholm, and I work in genealogy at the Swenson Swedish
Immigration Research Center at Augustana College in Rock Island, Illinois.
We are an academic research library for Swedish immigration history, but
many of our patrons are genealogists. We are not a public library; we are
a small-sized, small-staffed, privately-funded research library, open to
the
public by appointment. We get some walk-ins, but try to impress on them
to always call ahead in the future. People can request research through
the
mail by printing out our research request form from our web site and
paying
our hourly fee, which is reduced for members.
We are currently working on the issue of accessibility to genealogists. We
have excellent resources for doing Swedish-American genealogy--mostly on
microfiche and microfilm. Many of these records require special skills,

>> such as reading the Swedish language, etc. Our basic policy has been that
>> if patrons come to us in person, they can use our records free of charge
>> (except for a suggested $5 donation per day). However, many people do need
>> assistance, as they do not have the necessary skills. This means that our
>> staff members can be burdened with a lot of extra work. We have tried to
>> find volunteers to help us, and we do use student "labor" as much as
>> possible, but they are limited to 9 hours of work per week. This means
>> that we are "vulnerable" when someone, at times unannounced, walks in and
>> needs a lot of help.
>>
>> There is not much we can do about the number of patrons and what they
>> want to research, but we have decided to start to charge a definite fee
>> for the use of our facilities and an additional hourly fee for our time
>> for
>> "excessive assistance and translation." There will be incentives for
>> members. We are a bit concerned that people will be afraid to ask us for
>> basic help and potentially not get what they could out of our records,
>> and/or complain loudly.
>>
>> To address the question of hours, we are going to start being open for
>> genealogical research only four days per week instead of five. We are, of
>> course, concerned that people will come to us, and discover that we are
>> closed for genealogy--but that we are still there working on other things.
>> We will, however, announce the new policy widely--on our web-site, in our
>> newsletter, etc.
>>
>>
>> We are interested in hearing from others with similar problems. Can any of
>> you share experiences? Do you have similar rules in place and how do you
>> enforce them without alienating people? We are funded by private
>> contributions, so we need to encourage people to join at the same time.
>> How can we differentiate between "getting them started" assistance and
>> "doing research for them" assistance? We are also associated with a
>> college (we will be flexible for them) and cannot afford to develop a
>> nasty
>> reputation with the public, prospective students, or their parents.
>>
>> I am grateful for any advice. Our board of directors agrees that we
>> should
>> charge a "user fee," an hourly assistance fee, and close for genealogy an
>> extra day, but they would like us to work out potential problems and seek
>> advice from other libraries. Thank you very much. Jill
>>
>> Jill Seaholm, Genealogy swseaholm@augustana.edu
>> Swenson Swedish Immigration Research Center
>> Augustana College
>> 639 38th St
>> Rock Island IL 61201-2296
>>
>> http://www.augustana.edu/administration/swenson/
>
>
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: JOHNMEAD@TELEPORT.COM
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Wed Nov 10 13:49:43 1999
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Genealogy Reference Interview
Message-ID: <3829BE46.80765B74@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Dick and others:
Since I deal with this type of patron all day long, I feel fairly
competent in answering. Our branch library houses our county's genealogy
collection of about 3000 genealogy books plus many more items in CD ROM
and microfilm content. So we do get our share of genealogy patrons.
Also, I am a family researcher myself so I think this helps me a lot in
my career.
Anyway, when a patron comes in to our library they usually start
spouting off the names of their ancestors and meaningless (at least to
anyone other than themselves!) info. I find the best tactic is to try
to get them to tell me first if they are specifically looking for
ancestors in our county and second for which time period they are
researching mostly. Sometimes you have to almost interrupt them but I
have found that with practice you can usually do this without being
rude! Once you find out for sure where they need to be pointed to in the
room, it helps you a lot and saves you and them a lot of time. I
sometimes just try to spot newcomers coming in and ask them if they
would like the "nickle tour" of our resources. That is one way I can
direct them to a quick tour of where resources are located and then they
have the opportunity to state what area and time period they are
researching. The hardest part, as we all already know, is to keep them
from droning on about their great family!! :(
This usually works well for me and I instituted it 5 years ago when I
started in this position. Most patrons tell me that it is very helpful.
When I give them my nickle tour, I also tell them the procedure for
replacing books. Our policy is that WE reshelve books. Of course you
will have those that just cannot stand to leave them on the table for
fear of looking stupid to you. But when I explain that we like to
reshelve so that we can do item counts for stats that usually suffices
for them. They don't have to know that that is only HALF of the reason
why we choose to reshelf.
This may not work for all but most of us know where books on certain
time periods are best found in the room. I know that we have a few
titles of books that some patrons might not even look at if we did not
point them out to them.
I also try to point out the other "resources" in our room: Surname file,
microfilm editions of our local newspaper back to 1806 (for obit
searches), City directories, etc.
I hope some of this is helpful.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From jsheppard at co.new-hanover.nc.us Wed Nov 10 14:55:55 1999
From: jsheppard at co.new-hanover.nc.us (jsheppard@co.new-hanover.nc.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Wish I were in Tia Juana...

Message-ID: <85256825.006D7DE9.00@srvnotes1.co.new-hanover.nc.us>

Hi, I need a good history/genealogy joke to tell at a Colonial
Dames meeting. Anybody?

From bdonley at vsla.edu Wed Nov 10 15:11:28 1999
From: bdonley at vsla.edu (Barbara Donley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Census 2000
Message-ID: <199911102011.PAA01643@vlinsvr.vsla.edu>
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: text
Size: 554 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991110/4998c028/
attachment.bat
From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Nov 10 12:14:47 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: BIBLICAL GENEALOGIES to MEDIEVAL to present day.
Message-ID: <3829D237.F15B34E0@dcn.davis.ca.us>
There are numerous Biblical genealogies available
at the SLC FHC Library. They have been compiled
by various individuals and groups. There is no known
Biblical descending genealogy connected to the present
day, that is a proven or documented lineage, by modern
standards of genealogical research.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/tingeo.htm
For a review of Genealogy (in the Bible),
I suggest the following article in the Catholic Encyclopedia:
http://www.knight.org/advent/cathen/06408a.htm
"The variation in names presented in the New
Testament pedigree of Joseph, the civil husband
of Mary, the mortal mother of Jesus Christ,
follows a traditional, historical pattern in Jewish
naming practices, especially in occupied countries.
It is commonly noted in Jewish genealogy sources
that two or more names were used by individual
Jews to avoid persecution and prevent the complete
identification by groups outside the family or the
religious circle of friends. In many instances, one
or more given name(s) was/were used for secular
or civil purposes and one for internal synagogue
or religious use. Without recourse to original
documents in the era described, it is not possible
to verify the actual identity of persons, with differing
names, presented on the pedigree, in the same time
period in the line of descent."

SEE: "Contradictions" in the Genealogies of Christ?
http://fly.hiwaay.net/~andysh/genealogy.html
"Royalty marriage practices over time show limited
exclusive connections to similar dynastic families.
The presentation of the Royal Davidic pedigree of
Joseph, within the framework of the Jewish patriarchal
society, suggests the Davidic ancestry of Mary.
Some consideration also should be given to the
variations in the pedigrees presented for Jesus Christ,
as possible differences created by one of the pedigrees
following the biological matriarchal lineage of Mary,
the temporal mother of Jesus Christ; and the other,
being the patriarchal lineage of the civil husband Joseph,
the step-father of Jesus Christ, the Messiah."
The Works of Josephus, Complete and Unabridged,
New Updated Edition published 1987, The Antiquities
of the Jews, Book 18, Chapter 3, page 480, verse 3. (63),
states: "Now there was about this time Jesus, a wise man,
if it be lawful to call him a man, for he was a doer
of wonderful works - a teacher of such men as receive
the truth with pleasure. He drew over to him both many
of the Jews, and many of the Gentiles. He was [the] Christ;
(64) and when Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal men
amongst us, had condemned him to the cross {b} A.D. 33.
April 3., those that loved him at the first did not forsake him,
for he appeared to them alive again the third day {c}
April 5., as the divine prophets had foretold these
and ten thousand other wonderful things concerning him;
and the tribe of Christians, so named from him, are not
extinct at this day."
SEE: http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/tingeo1.htm
NOTE: According to the Revelation on Church Organization
and Government, Section 20 of the LDS (Mormon) Doctrine
and Covenants, "The rise of the Church of Christ in these
last days, being one thousand eight hundred and thirty years
since the coming of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ in
the flesh, it being regularly organized and established
agreeable to the laws of our country, by the will of God,
in the fourth month, and on the sixth day of the month
which is called April--"
It is therefore interesting to compare this statement date
of April 6th with the April 3rd and April 5th dates from
The Works of Josephus, as it suggests the testimony by
Josephus was valid.
From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Wed Nov 10 15:15:38 1999
From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Family Search site (was Key scholarly Genealogy and Family History Links
Web Directory.)
Message-ID: <199911101515_MC2-8C8D-CE2B@compuserve.com>
Yes, she's right.
With the changes they seem to be making at that site, it has not been
operating properly for
at least a week.

Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JulieKidd/
From DECLUES at memphis.lib.tn.us Wed Nov 10 15:56:03 1999
From: DECLUES at memphis.lib.tn.us (Stephanie DeClue, History Department)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Wish I were in Tia Juana...
Message-ID: <991110155603.4a417@memphis.lib.tn.us>
Someone sent one in about a Chinese immigrant named Sem Ting. Of course, I
remember the punch line but not the joke. Anyone remember it? It was both
funny and sadly too true!
Stephanie DeClue,
Library Assistant, History Dept.
1850 Peabody Ave., Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 725-8821 Fax (901) 725-8814
declues@memphis.lib.tn.us
"My views are not necessarily the views of the Memphis Public Library"

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Wed Nov 10 16:59:18 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Wish I were in Tia Juana...
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-46255-1999.11.10-14.57.32-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.991110165731.1221A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Wed, 10 Nov 1999 jsheppard@co.new-hanover.nc.us wrote:
> Hi, I need a good history/genealogy joke to tell at a Colonial
> Dames meeting. Anybody?
Maybe they'll like this one.
How many genealogists does it take to change a light bulb?
Five. One to change the bulb and four to debate how the DAR
would have done it.
-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
"Better a bleeding heart than none at all."
--Unknown

From loatho at LTnet.ltls.org Wed Nov 10 16:58:16 1999
From: loatho at LTnet.ltls.org (Larry E. Oathout)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Family Search site (was Key scholarly Genealogy and Family History Links
Web Directory.)
In-Reply-To: <LYR94075-46263-1999.11.10-15.16.22--

loatho#LTnet.ltls.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.95.991110165622.28686A-100000@LTnet.ltls.org>
I've noticed their system can be interesting at times. If you enter just
one name you may recieve nothing, but by adding a spouse you may revieve a
lot of information.
Larry Oathout
Mattoon Public Library
Mattoon, IL

From demilyh at tampabay.rr.com Wed Nov 10 17:53:49 1999
From: demilyh at tampabay.rr.com (Doris E. Hallgren)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Wish I were in Tia Juana...
Message-ID: <011001bf2bce$74112040$57201c18@dell166.tampabay.rr.com>
In a nutshell, it was about the Chinese laundry named Mike McConnell's or
some such inappropriate name. The oriental proprietor had been standing in
line at Ellis Island or wherever behind the said Irishman, and when asked
his name said "Sem Ting" A good joke teller can embellish this properly
including the customer who is looking for the owner, and expresses dismay at
the obvious contradictions involved.

From vinson at harbornet.com Wed Nov 10 15:22:14 1999
From: vinson at harbornet.com (Janice Weihs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Wish I were in Tia Juana...
In-Reply-To: <LYR6282-46310-1999.11.10-17.57.19--VINSON#HARBORNET.COM@li
sts.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.19991110152214.007b7140@harbornet.com>
When I heard it, he was standing behind a man named Sven Olson, which would
make it a Scandanavian joke.
Janice Weihs, Tacoma, WA
At 05:53 PM 11/10/1999 -0500, you wrote:
>In a nutshell, it was about the Chinese laundry named Mike McConnell's or
>some such inappropriate name. The oriental proprietor had been standing in
>line at Ellis Island or wherever behind the said Irishman, and when asked
>his name said "Sem Ting" A good joke teller can embellish this properly
>including the customer who is looking for the owner, and expresses dismay at
>the obvious contradictions involved.
>
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VINSON@HARBORNET.COM
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>
>

From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Wed Nov 10 18:26:04 1999
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Wish I were in Tia Juana...
In-Reply-To: <LYR6426-46310-1999.11.10-17.57.19-TESCHEK#TIAC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <32E4DB77ED8@LIBRARY.HAMPTON.LIB.NH.US>
And then there was the one about the German named Ichabod
Ferguson who, when asked his name at Ellis Island, got all
flustered due to the drama of the occasion and said that he had
forgotten -- "Ich habe fergessen" in German.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

In a nutshell, it was about the Chinese laundry named Mike McConnell's or
some such inappropriate name. The oriental proprietor had been standing in
line at Ellis Island or wherever behind the said Irishman, and when asked
his name said "Sem Ting" A good joke teller can embellish this properly
including the customer who is looking for the owner, and expresses dismay at
the obvious contradictions involved.

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: TESCHEK@TIAC.NET
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

Bill Teschek
Assistant Director
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
(603)-926-3368
(603)-926-1348 (fax)
http://www.hampton.lib.nh.us
From Pat_Gee at redcliffe.qld.gov.au Thu Nov 11 10:15:11 1999
From: Pat_Gee at redcliffe.qld.gov.au (Pat_Gee@redcliffe.qld.gov.au)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Wish I were in Tia Juana...
Message-ID: <4A256826.00016475.00@mail.redcliffe.qld.gov.au>
Or you could try this site
http://www.netins.net/showcase/kadinger/anthology.htm
Cheers,
Pat

From munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG

Wed Nov 10 18:30:21 1999

From: munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG (munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: How to search the archives of the GENEALIB list (fwd)
Message-ID: <Pine.PMDF.3.91.991110182645.129165A-100000@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG>
Drew Smith is archiving all our messages--there are several under the
subjects of Humor and More Humor. See instructions below which I am glad
I saved :).
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."
Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997
Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org
Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________
---------- Forwarded message ---------Date: Sat, 05 Dec 1998 10:45:33 -0500 (EST)
From: Drew Smith <dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [genealib] How to search the archives of the GENEALIB list
Now that the GENEALIB list has been moved to a new list server as of
December 1, 1998, any messages contributed to the list since that date
have been automatically archived, and can be read and searched using the
Web. To access the messages, go to the following Web address:
http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/cgi-bin/lyris.pl?enter=genealib
Enter your e-mail address, and leave the password field blank (I have not
assigned passwords to list subscribers). Then select the "Click here to
enter genealib" button.
On the next screen, click on "Read Messages". The next screen should be
self explanatory (but e-mail me if you need additional help at that
point).
I hope you find the Web-based archive enjoyable!
Drew Smith
GENEALIB list owner
-Andrew M. (Drew) Smith
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: MUNROE@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From dagrimsrud at mail.shsw.wisc.edu

Thu Nov 11 15:08:40 1999

From: dagrimsrud at mail.shsw.wisc.edu (Dee Grimsrud)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Census 2000
Message-ID: <s82adc03.011@SHS_CHEETOS>
I'm responding to the list in case this information might be useful to all.
It sounds like you already have:
U.S. Census Bureau - Census Schools: Making Sense of Census 2000
http://www.census.gov/dmd/www/schindex.htm
From WAdamson at mpls.lib.mn.us Thu Nov 11 15:57:57 1999
From: WAdamson at mpls.lib.mn.us (Adamson, Wendy)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Genealogy Societies in Public Libraries
Message-ID: <95ACDA820809D111B767006097C000E05C8E3D@ALPHA>
I am would like to hear from those librarians who have a local genealogy
society housed in the Public Library. I am most interested in larger
libraries. If your library does not do this, but you know of a metropolitan
library that does, could you tell me about that also? My ultimate goal is
to correspond with those who answer on how the collaboration works,
problems, sample contracts etc. You need not answer all this on the
listserv, but might want to communicate directly with me. Thanks for any
help I get. Wendy Adamson Minneapolis Public Library
(wadamson@mpls.lib.mn.us)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991111/1482985e/
attachment.htm
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Thu Nov 11 19:06:19 1999
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Genealogy Societies in Public Libraries
References: <LYR65145-46438-1999.11.11-16.56.41-centans#tampabay.rr.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <382B59FB.6DF44AE5@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi Wendy and All,
Be sure to check out my pages on Genealogy Societies which is part of my
online genealogy
tutorial Librarian's Guide to Helping Patron's with Genealogical
Research
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/libguide.html for the main page
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/genealog.html for the genealogy
societies section
Sharon Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor and Webpage Designer
"Adamson, Wendy" wrote:
>
>
> I am would like to hear from those librarians who have a local
> genealogy society housed in the Public Library. I am most interested

> in larger libraries. If your library does not do this, but you know
> of a metropolitan library that does, could you tell me about that
> also? My ultimate goal is to correspond with those who answer on how
> the collaboration works, problems, sample contracts etc. You need not
> answer all this on the listserv, but might want to communicate
> directly with me. Thanks for any help I get. Wendy Adamson
> Minneapolis Public Library (wadamson@mpls.lib.mn.us)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991111/22ea8373/
attachment.htm
From amm at vlc.lib.mi.us Thu Nov 11 19:41:00 1999
From: amm at vlc.lib.mi.us (Anna Mae Maday)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Genealogy Societies in Public Libraries
In-Reply-To: <LYR6335-46438-1999.11.11-16.56.41-AMM#VLC.LIB.MI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.OSF.4.20.9911111923190.2726-100000@valley.vlc.lib.mi.us>
We have had a relationship with our local genealogical society for
over 25 years, and have run into a couple of problems along the way.
But for the most part the library has benefited through this association.
Benefits have included gift purchases from members and the society,
gifts of money towards our renovation, towards microfilming projects, etc.
Volunteers have worked at various projects, and now supply some of our
substitute staff.
what they have received is a mailing address, a small room to keep their
"stuff" and the use of the meeting room, and library staff for meetings
and presentations. Xeroxing of handouts and committee reports is also
allowed up to a certain number per meeting or event.
We now have another genealogical society with its mailing address here
(and sometimes meetings are held here) Since it is a chapter of a larger
organization which keeps its books at another library, our library
probably won't benefit as much financially.
We have drafted some guidelines to show to such organizations that
we deal with on a continuous basis, and although they have not signed
any written agreement, we notify them and remind them from time to time
that these guidelines exist.
Problems that can arise are: members not understanding the xerox policy,
individuals sometimes thinking that we would do their mailing (postage),
expecting staff to do society work on library time, trying to take back
items that were donated by individuals or the society. Sometimes this
happens when new board members take office and that is when we have to
bring out the guidelines again.
Anna Mae Maday
Eddy Historical & Genealogy Collection
Hoyt Public Library
505 Janes Ave
Saginaw MI 48607
amm@vlc.lib.mi.us
517-755-9827

From pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us Fri Nov 12 10:32:25 1999
From: pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us (Paul Follett)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Genealogy Societies in Public Libraries
References: <LYR6356-46438-1999.11.11-16.56.41-PFOLLETT#CITYOF.LAWTON.OK.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002a01bf2d2b$815777a0$210210ac@mailroom1>
Genealogy Societies in Public LibrariesThe Southwest Oklahoma Genealogical Society
(SWOGS) collection has been housed at the Lawton Public Library for the last twenty
years and the relationship worked unusually well. Our genealogy room would not be
anywhere close to what it is today if it was not for SWOGS and their assistance.
The collection contains over 11,000 books, Family Search and other CD-ROMS, and 5
cabnets full of microfilm. Thus, I am a big supporter of society/library liasons;
in fact, I spoke to our state library association boosting this topic a few years
ago.
If a library is serious about wanting to have a genealogy collection the benefits
are great. SWOGS has an active collection development committee, which I am a
member of. (I also attend all society board meetings, as does occasionally the
library director.) The library has veto power on all materials added to the
collection. Most of the book we add come from SWOGS, and they have obtained several
grants for the room. This has enabled us to get books, film and CD-ROM material.
Also, since the City Attorney had a problem with the licensing agreement with
L.D.S. for FAMILYSEARCH, SWOGS got it for us. SWOGS exchanges quarterlies with
about 200 other societies, which gives me 200 periodicals I would otherwise never
have.
SWOGS also employs a part time room assistant who helps me afternoons and provides
weekend room assistance. Her main society function is to print and mail the
society quarterly TREE TRACERS and other publications, otherwise, she is
essentially library staff.
There is a signed, written agreement between SWOGS and the library spelling out our
relationship. All material from SWOGS is donated to the library and becomes
library property. If at anytime the library wishes to no longer maintain the
genealogy room,
ownership of all SWOGS donated material would, at that time, revert back to SWOGS.
This agreement, with this clause, is very important, and I would never enter into
an agreement with a society without it. SWOGS has their own p.o. box and handles
all their mail. The library agrees to house and support the collection and provide
a full-time genealogy librarian. The collection also provides wonderful P.R. and
greatly increases library attendance.
One benefit to the library, besides having a wonderful collection, is as our
library director puts it, "having a second library friends group". SWOGS supports
the library in any possible way, ie.: working at the annual book sale and other
Friends of the Library fund-raisers, contacting city councilmembers, and attending
city council meetings when important library issues come up, etc.
If you have any specific questions, please contact me off list.
Paul Follett
pfollett@cityof.lawton.ok.us
Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library

----- Original Message ----From: Adamson, Wendy
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 1999 3:57 PM
Subject: [genealib] Genealogy Societies in Public Libraries
I am would like to hear from those librarians who have a local genealogy society
housed in the Public Library. I am most interested in larger libraries. If your
library does not do this, but you know of a metropolitan library that does, could
you tell me about that also? My ultimate goal is to correspond with those who
answer on how the collaboration works, problems, sample contracts etc. You need
not answer all this on the listserv, but might want to communicate directly with
me. Thanks for any help I get. Wendy Adamson Minneapolis Public Library
(wadamson@mpls.lib.mn.us)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991112/0be8c606/
attachment.htm
From MOORE at fau.edu Fri Nov 12 12:41:27 1999
From: MOORE at fau.edu (Dahrl Moore)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Genealogy Societies in Public Libraries
References: <LYR65145-46438-1999.11.11-16.56.41-centans#tampabay.rr.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.1.32.19991112124127.01284d00@pop.fau.edu>
Wendy et all; You might also try my book, Librarians genealogy notebook
which has some ideas on reference service. Published by ALA, 1998
Dahrl e. Moore

At 07:06 PM 11/11/99 -0500, you wrote:
> Hi Wendy and All, Be sure to check out my pages on Genealogy Societies
>which is part of my online genealogy
>tutorial Librarian's Guide to Helping Patron's with Genealogical Research
>http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/libguide.html
main page
>http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/genealog.html for the genealogy
>societies section Sharon Centanne
>Genealogical Research Instructor and Webpage Designer "Adamson, Wendy"
>wrote:
Wendy Adamson Minneapolis Public Library
>(wadamson@mpls.lib.mn.us)
>

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Sat Nov 13 10:05:21 1999
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Genealogy Societies in Public Libraries
In-Reply-To: <LYR6352-46438-1999.11.11-16.56.41--DLITZER#SCLS.LIB.WI.US@
lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.19991113100521.007cf290@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>

Wendy,
Probably as we speak, Carlyle Parker in California is working on standards
for such cooperation. He had asked me for input based on the article on
genealogical society-library cooperation I wrote which was published in the
Fall 1997 issue of RUSQ.
You might try contacting him at: cparker@toto.csustan.edu
At 03:57 PM 11/11/99 -0600, you wrote:
>
Wendy Adamson Minneapolis Public Library
>(wadamson@mpls.lib.mn.us)
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From WAdamson at mpls.lib.mn.us Sat Nov 13 15:08:38 1999
From: WAdamson at mpls.lib.mn.us (Adamson, Wendy)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Genealogy Societies in Public Libraries
Message-ID: <95ACDA820809D111B767006097C000E05C8E42@ALPHA>
Thank you for your answer, Don. I have found the article, and I have
meailed Carlyle Parker. Wendy Adamson
-----Original Message----From: Don Litzer [mailto:dlitzer@scls.lib.wi.us]
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 1999 10:05 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: Genealogy Societies in Public Libraries
Wendy,
Probably as we speak, Carlyle Parker in California is working on standards
for such cooperation. He had asked me for input based on the article on
genealogical society-library cooperation I wrote which was published in the
Fall 1997 issue of RUSQ.
You might try contacting him at: cparker@toto.csustan.edu
At 03:57 PM 11/11/99 -0600, you wrote:
>
Wendy Adamson Minneapolis Public Library
>(wadamson@mpls.lib.mn.us)
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: WADAMSON@MPLS.LIB.MN.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991113/16273f1b/
attachment.htm
From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Sun Nov 14 20:52:18 1999
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: McCulloch County, TX cemetery records book
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.02.9911142047270.12279-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
Note to GENEALIB subscribers:
behalf of Louann Hall.

I am forwarding the announcement below on

Drew
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Library Directors and Genealogy Societies,
I'm writing to let you know we've just completed the new McCulloch
County, Texas Cemetery Records book.
Since many of the families who were early settlers in our area came from
states to the east of Texas, I thought someone in these states might be
interested in our cemetery book to help locate these relatives. Our
county library has many research books from other states and they are
constantly in use.
This book contains researched information from the old county death
certificates, old funeral home records, obits from old microfilms of the
newspaper, and old city hall burial records. This information was then
cross-checked with tombstone names and dates. Many names and dates have
been located for lost graves that do not have locations or headstones.
Would you mind forwarding this to anyone in your area who might be
interested in this book? The book is sponsored by Richards Memorial
Library Association and is being sold for $27.50 plus $3.50 postage.
The books are printed on heavy natural colored paper and have brown hard
back stitched covers with gold letters. There are 356 pages and the book
contains plats of both city cemeteries and some of the country cemeteries
with all burial locations after each person's name.
Please email me if you need additional details.
Thanks,
Louann Hall
McCulloch County, Texas GenWeb Coordinator
116 Bruce Street
Brady, TX 76825

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Sun Nov 14 20:54:07 1999
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: McCulloch County, TX cemetery records book
In-Reply-To: <LYR6144-46804-1999.11.14-20.53.52-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.02.9911142053250.12279-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
Oops, I managed to omit Louann's e-mail address, which is:
louann@centex.net
Drew
-Andrew M. (Drew) Smith
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Mon Nov 15 22:46:00 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Translation Services Worldwide: FREE to PROFESSIONAL
Message-ID: <3830FDA8.B1916E0D@dcn.davis.ca.us>
Translation Services: FREE to PROFESSIONAL,
for MEDIEVAL to MODERN Genealogy and
Family History Documents, can be found at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/english.htm
THESE INCLUDE:
Internet Translator
InterTran (tm), short for Internet Translator,
is a free web translation service that can
translate single words, phrases, sentences
and entire web pages between 676
language pairs.
SITE INCLUDES SERVICES FOR:
English, European Spanish, Finnish, French,
German, Greek, Hungarian (CP 1250),
Icelandic, Italian, Japanese (Shift JIS),
Latin American Spanish, Norwegian,
Polish (ISO 8859-2), Portuguese,
Russian (CP 1251), Serbian (Latin),
Slovenian (CP 1250), Spanish,
Swedish and Welsh, for Free.
Modern Languages

Free online courses, tutorials

and activities: Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French,
German, Modern Greek, Modern Hebrew,
Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian
and Spanish.
Translators with SYSTRAN? from Alta Vista
Translates plain text or insert an address (URL)
of a Web page in the space provided, for conversion
into English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese
or Spanish Languages.
The Translator's Home Companion
A focal point of information about resources available on the
Internet and elsewhere for translators, interpreters, and all
those interested in the arts and crafts of foreign languages.
This includes the "NCTA Searchable Translator Database".
"You can search the database to find a translator
for a specific source language, target language,
and area of specialization . . ."
A Web of On-line Dictionaries
Dictionaries for over 150 different languages,
Multilingual Dictionaries, Specialized English Dictionaries,
Thesauri, and Other Vocabulary Aids, Language Identifiers
and Guessers, An Index of Dictionary Indices, A Web of
On-line Grammars, A Web of Linguistic Fun.
The Languages:
Afrikaans
Aklanon
Alabama
Albanian
Algerian
Amharic
Arabic
Arawakan
*Armenian
ASL
Avestan
Ayapathu
Aymara
Bantu
Basa
Basque
Belarusan . . .
TO
. . . Zulu
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
DOCUMENTATION and PUBLICATIONS, at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/sources.htm
[Includes: The Human-Languages Page
A comprehensive catalog of language-related
Internet resources.] Listed in:
Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]

NOTES & EXTENDED EXAMPLES:
Using: Subject Launchpad, [Hosted by Heriot-Watt
University, Edinburgh, Scotland], I found, among the
"Links to major subject gateways on the Internet worldwide":
"BUBL LINK /5:15 Catalogue of Internet Resources"
Norwegian Language [spell corrected]
Information about the Norwegian language,
Bygdeboker, the language used in Norwegian
local histories, and an English - Norwegian
dictionary. Additional resources include
an insight into Norwegian names.
Author: Vesterheim Genealogical Center and Naeseth Library
http://www.vesterheim.org/genealogy/norwegianindex.html
Vesterheim Genealogical Center & Naeseth Library
415 West Main Street
Madison, WI 53703
This site contains the picture of:
"Then They Laughed Heartily, Erik Werenskiold."
SearchTran - search the web in over 25 languages
http://www.tranexp.com:2000/InterTran?from=eng&to=poe&searchtranform=yes
Contact with European universities teaching Norwegian,
for confirmation of machine translations, can be found at:
http://www.siu.no/vev.nsf/info/English-49E34
SEE ALSO: REFERENCE & EDUCATION LANGUAGE, at:
http://www.beaucoup.com/2refeng.html

From RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu Tue Nov 16 08:14:04 1999
From: RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: CT State Library Closure Nov. 17
Message-ID: <s831126d.042@po.cslib.org>
Just a final reminder that the Connecticut State Library, including the Library for
the Blind and Physically Handicapped, the Middletown and Willimantic Library
Service Centers, and the State Records Center, will be closed all day on Wednesday
November 17th for staff training, and will reopen at regular hours on November
18th.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
Tel.: (860) 566-3690 or 566-3692
FAX: (860) 566-2133
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us

Tue Nov 16 08:33:53 1999

From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: Translation Services Worldwide: FREE to PROFESSIONAL
In-Reply-To: <LYR6352-47112-1999.11.16-01.47.15--DLITZER#SCLS.LIB.WI.US@
lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.19991116083353.007b6100@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Tom,
Thanks for the links--however, as the spouse of a professional translator,
I would humbly suggest that translation links still ought to be advertised
with a caveat, i.e., that machine translation has a ways to go before it
gets beyond the the point where you are getting what you pay for...
An interesting non-technical discussion of this is Stephen Budiansky's
"Lost In Translation," published in the December 1998 issue of The Atlantic
Monthly, pages 80-84. Budiansky writes that systems such as Babelfish were
found to translate about 65% of the sentences posed to them correctly.
This hit ratio may suit Ted Williams fine, but how about a genealogist,
nuclear reactor technician or, say, a patron with a legal document? These
are fine tools, but they ought to be considered by professionals and
patrons in a proper context, with the understanding that they are tools
only. If these sites can demonstrate a performance capability against some
demonstrable standard, I'll be much more comfortable referring a patron to
said sites.
At 10:46 PM 11/15/99 -0800, you wrote:
>Translation Services: FREE to PROFESSIONAL,
>for MEDIEVAL to MODERN Genealogy and
>Family History Documents, can be found at:
>http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/english.htm
>
>
THESE INCLUDE:
>
>
Internet Translator
>
InterTran (tm), short for Internet Translator,
>
is a free web translation service that can
>
translate single words, phrases, sentences
>
and entire web pages between 676
>
language pairs.
>
SITE INCLUDES SERVICES FOR:
>
English, European Spanish, Finnish, French,
>
German, Greek, Hungarian (CP 1250),
>
Icelandic, Italian, Japanese (Shift JIS),
>
Latin American Spanish, Norwegian,
>
Polish (ISO 8859-2), Portuguese,
>
Russian (CP 1251), Serbian (Latin),
>
Slovenian (CP 1250), Spanish,
>
Swedish and Welsh, for Free.
>
>Modern Languages Free online courses, tutorials
>and activities: Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French,
>German, Modern Greek, Modern Hebrew,
>Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian
>and Spanish.
>
>Translators with SYSTRAN? from Alta Vista
>Translates plain text or insert an address (URL)
>of a Web page in the space provided, for conversion

>into English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese
>or Spanish Languages.
>
>The Translator's Home Companion
>A focal point of information about resources available on the
>Internet and elsewhere for translators, interpreters, and all
>those interested in the arts and crafts of foreign languages.
>This includes the "NCTA Searchable Translator Database".
>"You can search the database to find a translator
>for a specific source language, target language,
>and area of specialization . . ."
>
>A Web of On-line Dictionaries
>Dictionaries for over 150 different languages,
>Multilingual Dictionaries, Specialized English Dictionaries,
>Thesauri, and Other Vocabulary Aids, Language Identifiers
>and Guessers, An Index of Dictionary Indices, A Web of
>On-line Grammars, A Web of Linguistic Fun.
>
The Languages:
>
Afrikaans
>
Aklanon
>
Alabama
>
Albanian
>
Algerian
>
Amharic
>
Arabic
>
Arawakan
>
*Armenian
>
ASL
>
Avestan
>
Ayapathu
>
Aymara
>
Bantu
>
Basa
>
Basque
>
Belarusan . . .
>
TO
>
. . . Zulu
>
>Respectfully yours,
>
>Tom Tinney, Sr.
>DOCUMENTATION and PUBLICATIONS, at:
>http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/sources.htm
>[Includes: The Human-Languages Page
>A comprehensive catalog of language-related
>Internet resources.] Listed in:
>Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
>Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
>[both editions]
>
>NOTES & EXTENDED EXAMPLES:
>Using: Subject Launchpad, [Hosted by Heriot-Watt
>University, Edinburgh, Scotland], I found, among the
>"Links to major subject gateways on the Internet worldwide":
>"BUBL LINK /5:15 Catalogue of Internet Resources"
>
>
Norwegian Language [spell corrected]
>
Information about the Norwegian language,

>
Bygdeboker, the language used in Norwegian
>
local histories, and an English - Norwegian
>
dictionary. Additional resources include
>
an insight into Norwegian names.
>Author: Vesterheim Genealogical Center and Naeseth Library
>http://www.vesterheim.org/genealogy/norwegianindex.html
>Vesterheim Genealogical Center & Naeseth Library
>
415 West Main Street
>
Madison, WI 53703
>
This site contains the picture of:
>
"Then They Laughed Heartily, Erik Werenskiold."
>
>SearchTran - search the web in over 25 languages
>http://www.tranexp.com:2000/InterTran?from=eng&to=poe&searchtranform=yes
>
>Contact with European universities teaching Norwegian,
>for confirmation of machine translations, can be found at:
>http://www.siu.no/vev.nsf/info/English-49E34
>
>SEE ALSO: REFERENCE & EDUCATION >LANGUAGE, at:
>http://www.beaucoup.com/2refeng.html
>
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DLITZER@SCLS.LIB.WI.US
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>
>
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From bleattm at yahoo.com Tue Nov 16 10:43:43 1999
From: bleattm at yahoo.com (Mercedes Bleattler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: copyright question
Message-ID: <19991116184344.17930.rocketmail@web208.mail.yahoo.com>
A couple of members from our local genealogy
society have been working for years on a "manuscript
file" which is currently housed in our library along
with the rest of the society items on a long-term loan
status. They have been collecting family charts and
personally researched documents from local patrons as
well as from visitors. It also includes copied pages
from published books. It has never been open to the
public and the long range goal apparently has been to
be microfilmed by LDS.
Our director is a strong believer that everything
in the collection should be accessible to the public.

We have drafted a usage policy with some security
measures such as requiring the holding of a drivers
license to
help prevent theft.
My concern is of possible copyright violations.
Through the years they have not obtained releases from
the people included in the file, many who are still
alive. Some files include copies of pages from books
still under copyright protection. Can we open a file
such as this to the public?
The society also suggested micro filming it
ourselves to provide a backup in case of theft, but
I'm afraid that would present even more copyright
headaches.
These files are taking up valuable space which we
really need. If they cannot be opened to the public or
microfilmed in their current condition, I'm for moving
them out into storage. I'm hoping to reach a
compromise which would allow the patrons access but
still protect ourselves from any legal complications.
Any suggestions?

=====
Mercedes Bleattler
Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
Largo Library
351 E Bay Drive
Largo, Fl 33770
727-587-6748
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Bid and sell for free at http://auctions.yahoo.com
From Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us Tue Nov 16 15:39:32 1999
From: Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us (Ryan Taylor)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:22 2003
Subject: school districts
Message-ID: <53867263400@everest.acpl.lib.in.us>
I am wrestling with a cataloging difficulty and the reference
librarians here aren't certain of the answer. Do any of the
super-librarians out there know?
Were school district numbers assigned by township or by county?
(Since it may vary, it is Indiana that particularly interests me, but
since it's a mystery let's hear about the whole country.) Also, were
the numbers assigned chronologically (i.e., #5=5th school built in
the place) or because the township/county was divvied up by a higher
authority into areas? The latter is what I am used to, being an

exotic Canadian (with their funny ways).
thanks for your help.
Ryan Taylor
Allen County Public Library
Lasse der Fantasie freien Lauf!
- Mina Paechter (in Theresienstadt)
Ryan Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne IN
rtaylor@acpl.lib.in.us

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Tue Nov 16 16:46:10 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: school districts
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-47226-1999.11.16-15.40.13-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.991116164512.25316C-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
I've never heard of school district numbers on my part of Western NY
state. Maybe it's a midwestern phenomenon?
On Tue, 16 Nov 1999, Ryan Taylor wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Were school district numbers assigned by township or by county?
(Since it may vary, it is Indiana that particularly interests me, but
since it's a mystery let's hear about the whole country.) Also, were
the numbers assigned chronologically (i.e., #5=5th school built in
the place) or because the township/county was divvied up by a higher
authority into areas? The latter is what I am used to, being an
exotic Canadian (with their funny ways).

>
>
>
>

Ryan Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne IN
rtaylor@acpl.lib.in.us

-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
"Better a bleeding heart than none at all."
--Unknown

From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Tue Nov 16 16:20:26 1999
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003

Subject: copyright question
References: <LYR6350-47193-1999.11.16-13.43.47-AD#LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3831D8AA.750B4BA1@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
The first thought in my mind as an archivist initially is not copyright but
ownership. If the Library does not own the materials (e.g. is acting as a
depository for the materials), then the Library can do nothing with them,
including opening them up to the public.
It sounds to me as though the Library is trying to say, if we have these files,
we should allow public access to them, or, alternatively, the Library should
return them to their rightful owner. Your copyright question does come into play
here, though I think to a lesser degree than ownership.
For instance, copies that are sent to a patron via ILL under the "fair use"
clause of the copyright law should not be available in the library for other
patrons to use, because the original copies were not intended for the library,
even if the patron donates them to the library. Unpublished material has
different copyright concerns and usually these rights are deeded to the
Library/Archives in the Deed of Gift which is filled out at the time of
acquisition, giving the Library title to the collection at hand.
Since these materials are what archivists call an "artificial collection" (i.e.
the materials were collected by the donor/depositor instead of created by them),
you are right to be concerned about the actual creators' rights in this case. I
think you could open the collection with a restriction that no duplication is
allowed.
The following might help you out. It is from the Society of American Archivists
(SAA) web site http://www.archivists.org/statements/distance_education.html
Although it is discussing copyright for archival (unpublished) materials in
relation to distance education, it is still applicable.
"The uncertain copyright ownership of many archival documents may hinder their
use in distance
education programs. The bulk of the material in the nation?s
archival repositories is unpublished. Almost all unpublished work is copyrighted
at least until 1 January 2003, and much of it will remain copyrighted for a
longer time. Yet for practical purposes, it is usually impossible to identify the
current owners of the copyrights in archival materials (a necessary first step in
securing their permission for the use of the material in distance education
programs).
There are several reasons why the owners of copyright in an archival group of
documents cannot be
readily identified. For one, manuscripts collections and records groups tend to
consist of material others sent and received by an individual or government
agency. This means that any one of those bodies of archival material may have
hundreds or thousands of separate authors whose permission could be needed before
making copies of the material accessible over a digital network in a distance
education program. Furthermore, most of the documents found in archives,
especially in government
repositories, were created by common citizens. In some cases, the author is
anonymous. Even for
those works where the author is known, it is usually
impossible to determine if he or she is still living.
If deceased, it can be impossible to identify and trace the current owners of the
copyright. And even
when the author and his or her heirs are known, it may not be known if the work
was created as a work for hire, and hence subject to ownership by someone else.

For most of the unpublished, copyrighted works in the nation?s archives it is
impossible to identify
the owners of copyright. It is therefore impossible to secure permission to
license or to use this
unpublished, copyrighted material in distance education
courses. Some of this material will enter the
public domain in 2003, but because Congress recently lengthened the term of
copyright, most of the
documents that help us understand the 20th century will remain under copyright
well into the 21st
century. At the same time, little of this material is subject to commercial
exploitation. There is no
community harm caused by distance education efforts using material already open
to researchers in an archival repository. Imposing an additional burden or fee
for their use would hinder the development of distance education programs. Thus,
unless extreme care is taken, it is possible that regulations intended to respect
the rights of the owners of commercially-exploitable published materials may
prevent the ready use of other kinds of material in distance education courses."

Mercedes Bleattler wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

A couple of members from our local genealogy
society have been working for years on a "manuscript
file" which is currently housed in our library along
with the rest of the society items on a long-term loan
status. They have been collecting family charts and
personally researched documents from local patrons as
well as from visitors. It also includes copied pages
from published books. It has never been open to the
public and the long range goal apparently has been to
be microfilmed by LDS.
Our director is a strong believer that everything
in the collection should be accessible to the public.
We have drafted a usage policy with some security
measures such as requiring the holding of a drivers
license to
help prevent theft.
My concern is of possible copyright violations.
Through the years they have not obtained releases from
the people included in the file, many who are still
alive. Some files include copies of pages from books
still under copyright protection. Can we open a file
such as this to the public?
The society also suggested micro filming it
ourselves to provide a backup in case of theft, but
I'm afraid that would present even more copyright
headaches.
These files are taking up valuable space which we
really need. If they cannot be opened to the public or
microfilmed in their current condition, I'm for moving
them out into storage. I'm hoping to reach a
compromise which would allow the patrons access but
still protect ourselves from any legal complications.
Any suggestions?
=====
Mercedes Bleattler

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
Largo Library
351 E Bay Drive
Largo, Fl 33770
727-587-6748
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Bid and sell for free at http://auctions.yahoo.com
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: AD@LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
(608) 789-7156
fax: (608) 789-7106
http://www.lacrosse.lib.wi.us

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Tue Nov 16 20:55:20 1999
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: school districts
References: <LYR65145-47226-1999.11.16-15.40.13-centans#tampabay.rr.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38320B07.8836EC2F@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi Ryan and All,
In Florida, where every county is a school district, the districts get their
number from alphabetical
order. Out of 67 counties, Pinellas is #52 in the alphabet, so all our student
numbers begin with
52. The individual schools have names. BTW, Pinellas is the 7th largest school
district in the
nation from what they tell me.
Sharon in Florida
Ryan Taylor wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am wrestling with a cataloging difficulty and the reference
librarians here aren't certain of the answer. Do any of the
super-librarians out there know?
Were school district numbers assigned by township or by county?
(Since it may vary, it is Indiana that particularly interests me, but
since it's a mystery let's hear about the whole country.) Also, were
the numbers assigned chronologically (i.e., #5=5th school built in
the place) or because the township/county was divvied up by a higher
authority into areas? The latter is what I am used to, being an
exotic Canadian (with their funny ways).
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

thanks for your help.
Ryan Taylor
Allen County Public Library
Lasse der Fantasie freien Lauf!
- Mina Paechter (in Theresienstadt)
Ryan Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne IN
rtaylor@acpl.lib.in.us

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: centans@tampabay.rr.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From smith at ngsgenealogy.org Wed Nov 17 08:41:27 1999
From: smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Bound Periodicals
References: <LYR6350-47193-1999.11.16-13.43.47-AD#LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu> <LYR31053-47244-1999.11.16-17.25.08-smith#ngsgenealogy.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3832B087.138C7F8E@ngsgenealogy.org>
I have bound volumes of the Kentucky Register and the Filson Club
Quarterly that I will give away for the price of postage. If interested
contact me privately and I will provide a list of volume numbers.
Dereka Smith
Librarian
National Genealogical Society

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Nov 17 05:38:47 1999
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Translation Services Worldwide: FREE to PROFESSIONAL
References: <LYR6300-47158-1999.11.16-09.32.20-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3832AFE7.CC6C715A@dcn.davis.ca.us>
Thank you very much for your comments.
My commentary demonstrated your points
by indicating the further need to consult
other available sources, such as regional genealogical
societies, that do provide such services; i.e.,

"Vesterheim Genealogical Center and Naeseth Library";
or, scholarly sources, such as:
"Contact with European universities teaching Norwegian".
In the latter case, I am aware of the limited time allowed
for genealogists from the library staff. Therefore, the
initial machine translation provides a "rough draft": to speed
the request, as well as show more than a passing interest
in the translating process, on the part of the patron,
to the busy reference consultant.
A patron who has
attempted a machine translation and has experience
in its limitations, can then more intelligently seek a
proper professional translator resource, if needed.
-----------------------------------------------------Don Litzer wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tom,
Thanks for the links--however, as the spouse of a professional translator,
I would humbly suggest that translation links still ought to be advertised
with a caveat, i.e., that machine translation has a ways to go before it
gets beyond the the point where you are getting what you pay for...
An interesting non-technical discussion of this is Stephen Budiansky's
"Lost In Translation," published in the December 1998 issue of The Atlantic
Monthly, pages 80-84. Budiansky writes that systems such as Babelfish were
found to translate about 65% of the sentences posed to them correctly.
This hit ratio may suit Ted Williams fine, but how about a genealogist,
nuclear reactor technician or, say, a patron with a legal document? These
are fine tools, but they ought to be considered by professionals and
patrons in a proper context, with the understanding that they are tools
only. If these sites can demonstrate a performance capability against some
demonstrable standard, I'll be much more comfortable referring a patron to
said sites.
At 10:46 PM 11/15/99 -0800, you wrote:
>Translation Services: FREE to PROFESSIONAL,
>for MEDIEVAL to MODERN Genealogy and
>Family History Documents, can be found at:
>http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/english.htm
>
>
THESE INCLUDE:
>
>
Internet Translator
>
InterTran (tm), short for Internet Translator,
>
is a free web translation service that can
>
translate single words, phrases, sentences
>
and entire web pages between 676
>
language pairs.
>
SITE INCLUDES SERVICES FOR:
>
English, European Spanish, Finnish, French,
>
German, Greek, Hungarian (CP 1250),
>
Icelandic, Italian, Japanese (Shift JIS),
>
Latin American Spanish, Norwegian,
>
Polish (ISO 8859-2), Portuguese,
>
Russian (CP 1251), Serbian (Latin),
>
Slovenian (CP 1250), Spanish,
>
Swedish and Welsh, for Free.
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>Modern Languages Free online courses, tutorials
>and activities: Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French,
>German, Modern Greek, Modern Hebrew,
>Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian
>and Spanish.
>
>Translators with SYSTRAN? from Alta Vista
>Translates plain text or insert an address (URL)
>of a Web page in the space provided, for conversion
>into English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese
>or Spanish Languages.
>
>The Translator's Home Companion
>A focal point of information about resources available on the
>Internet and elsewhere for translators, interpreters, and all
>those interested in the arts and crafts of foreign languages.
>This includes the "NCTA Searchable Translator Database".
>"You can search the database to find a translator
>for a specific source language, target language,
>and area of specialization . . ."
>
>A Web of On-line Dictionaries
>Dictionaries for over 150 different languages,
>Multilingual Dictionaries, Specialized English Dictionaries,
>Thesauri, and Other Vocabulary Aids, Language Identifiers
>and Guessers, An Index of Dictionary Indices, A Web of
>On-line Grammars, A Web of Linguistic Fun.
>
The Languages:
>
Afrikaans
>
Aklanon
>
Alabama
>
Albanian
>
Algerian
>
Amharic
>
Arabic
>
Arawakan
>
*Armenian
>
ASL
>
Avestan
>
Ayapathu
>
Aymara
>
Bantu
>
Basa
>
Basque
>
Belarusan . . .
>
TO
>
. . . Zulu
>
>Respectfully yours,
>
>Tom Tinney, Sr.
>DOCUMENTATION and PUBLICATIONS, at:
>http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/sources.htm
>[Includes: The Human-Languages Page
>A comprehensive catalog of language-related
>Internet resources.] Listed in:
>Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
>Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
>[both editions]

> >
> >NOTES & EXTENDED EXAMPLES:
> >Using: Subject Launchpad, [Hosted by Heriot-Watt
> >University, Edinburgh, Scotland], I found, among the
> >"Links to major subject gateways on the Internet worldwide":
> >"BUBL LINK /5:15 Catalogue of Internet Resources"
> >
> >
Norwegian Language [spell corrected]
> >
Information about the Norwegian language,
> >
Bygdeboker, the language used in Norwegian
> >
local histories, and an English - Norwegian
> >
dictionary. Additional resources include
> >
an insight into Norwegian names.
> >Author: Vesterheim Genealogical Center and Naeseth Library
> >http://www.vesterheim.org/genealogy/norwegianindex.html
> >Vesterheim Genealogical Center & Naeseth Library
> >
415 West Main Street
> >
Madison, WI 53703
> >
This site contains the picture of:
> >
"Then They Laughed Heartily, Erik Werenskiold."
> >
> >SearchTran - search the web in over 25 languages
> >http://www.tranexp.com:2000/InterTran?from=eng&to=poe&searchtranform=yes
> >
> >Contact with European universities teaching Norwegian,
> >for confirmation of machine translations, can be found at:
> >http://www.siu.no/vev.nsf/info/English-49E34
> >
> >SEE ALSO: REFERENCE & EDUCATION > >LANGUAGE, at:
> >http://www.beaucoup.com/2refeng.html
> >
> >
> >
> >--> >You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DLITZER@SCLS.LIB.WI.US
> >To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-6300R@lists.acomp.usf.edu
> >
> >
> >
> Don Litzer
> Head of Adult Services
> McMillan Memorial Library
> 490 E. Grand Avenue
> Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
> (715) 423-1040
>
> "Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-6300R@lists.acomp.usf.edu
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991117/
c0dbe2ec/attachment.htm
From mplhistorydept at eok.lib.ok.us Wed Nov 17 09:17:30 1999
From: mplhistorydept at eok.lib.ok.us (Muskogee Public Library - History
Department)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Bound Periodicals
Message-ID: <001601bf310e$f0062160$ae28a8c0@174.eok.lib.ok.us>
Dereka,
The Muskogee Public Library would like to have the Kentucky Register and the
Filson Club
>Quarterly publications you are offering to a good home. We will be happy
to pay for postage. Our address is:
Grant Foreman Collection
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401-6840
Thanks for the opportinity!
Wally Waits
Asst. Ref. Libn.

From CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Wed Nov 17 11:47:26 1999
From: CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: copyright question
Message-ID: <s83295dc.058@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
Does your library have access to an attorney, like a city attorney, where these
questions can be asked? The ALA has a Web site for copyright at
http://www.ala.org/acrl/legalis.html#copyrite which may help you on this question.
There has been several changes in the law so you may have to go to an expert. Does
your ILL operation know about the latest changes? Does
your state library association have a help line on this? Maybe a law librarian in
your area? Hope these ideas help.
Charles Hagler
Librarian
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366
Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libofmich.lib.mi.us

>>> Mercedes Bleattler <bleattm@yahoo.com> 11/16/99 01:43PM >>>
A couple of members from our local genealogy
society have been working for years on a "manuscript
file" which is currently housed in our library along
with the rest of the society items on a long-term loan
status. They have been collecting family charts and
personally researched documents from local patrons as
well as from visitors. It also includes copied pages

from published books. It has never been open to the
public and the long range goal apparently has been to
be microfilmed by LDS.
Our director is a strong believer that everything
in the collection should be accessible to the public.
We have drafted a usage policy with some security
measures such as requiring the holding of a drivers
license to
help prevent theft.
My concern is of possible copyright violations.
Through the years they have not obtained releases from
the people included in the file, many who are still
alive. Some files include copies of pages from books
still under copyright protection. Can we open a file
such as this to the public?
The society also suggested micro filming it
ourselves to provide a backup in case of theft, but
I'm afraid that would present even more copyright
headaches.
These files are taking up valuable space which we
really need. If they cannot be opened to the public or
microfilmed in their current condition, I'm for moving
them out into storage. I'm hoping to reach a
compromise which would allow the patrons access but
still protect ourselves from any legal complications.
Any suggestions?

=====
Mercedes Bleattler
Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
Largo Library
351 E Bay Drive
Largo, Fl 33770
727-587-6748
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Bid and sell for free at http://auctions.yahoo.com
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: CHHAGLER@LIBOFMICH.LIB.MI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-6338I@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Wed Nov 17 13:09:03 1999
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Roster of Wisconsin volunteers
Message-ID: <3832FD4E.49C9D30F@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>

The State Historical Society of Wisconsin recently added to its web site
a roster of Wisconsin volunteers who served in the Civil War. The
direct address is:
http://www.shsw.wisc.edu/roster/index.html
You can search by regiment or name.
-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
(608) 789-7156
fax: (608) 789-7106
http://www.lacrosse.lib.wi.us

From GenAnnual at aol.com Wed Nov 17 22:25:03 1999
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Ronald Vern Jackson has passed away.
Message-ID: <0.d5634ec1.2564cb8f@aol.com>
From frevertr at newberry.org Thu Nov 18 11:57:19 1999
From: frevertr at newberry.org (Rhonda Frevert)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: duplicate journals available
Message-ID: <3.0.6.32.19991118115719.007ba2e0@natalie.newberry.org>
We received a gift of genealogy journals. Much of them are duplicates and
the donor does not want them back.
If anyone is interested in the
following, please let me know by December 7th. I only ask for
reimbursement on the postage, but, of course, reciprical gifts in kind or
monetary are welcome. Contact me off list please at frevertr@newberry.org
or 312-255-3531. Thank you.
The Augustan, XXI:2/3
The Augustan Society Omnibus, books 8-11
Orange County Genealogical Society Quarterly, Volume 26 no. 1-4
North Carolina Genealogical Society Journal, Volumes 10-15
Genealogical Helper, Sept 82-June 1990
Genealogical Journal, volumes 11-17
Virginia Genealogist, volume 28-33 and vol 34 no. 1
German Genealogical Digest, volumes 1-3, volume 4 no. 2-4, volume 5 no. 1
Connecticut Nutmegger, volumes 18-20
Maryland Genealogical Society Bulletin, volumes 25-30
Kentucky Genealogist, volumes 21-27, volume 28 no. 1
Prologue, volume 11 no. 2 - 22 no. 2; a few missing

Sincerely,
Rhonda Frevert

Curator of Local and Family History
The Newberry Library
frevertr@newberry.org
www.newberry.org
From frevertr at newberry.org Thu Nov 18 14:01:59 1999
From: frevertr at newberry.org (Rhonda Frevert)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Journals
Message-ID: <3.0.6.32.19991118140159.007d42e0@natalie.newberry.org>
In the time it took me to go to lunch, all the journals, except the
Prologue and Genealogical Helpers were claimed. Didn't expect those two
titles to be hot items, but if someone wants them let me know. Thanks for
the quick replies.
Sincerely,
Rhonda Frevert
Curator of Local and Family History
The Newberry Library
frevertr@newberry.org
www.newberry.org
From RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu Thu Nov 18 17:08:00 1999
From: RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: New Connecticut History web page
Message-ID: <s8343284.036@po.cslib.org>
The Connecticut State Library's new "Sources of Information on Connecticut's
History" page is up, avialable by clicking "history of Connecticut" from the H&G
subpage or directly at http://www.cslib.org/history.htm
Please check it out and let others who may be interested know of its availability.
We hope that it will be useful for students as well as others who may be interested
in Connecticut's history.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
Tel.: (860) 566-3690 or 566-3692
FAX: (860) 566-2133
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Fri Nov 19 17:07:03 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Corning, NY Library closed (fwd) (fwd)
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.991119170233.23334B-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>

This news isn't strictly genealogical, but it is still shocking and will
make a difference to anyone doing research in Corning, NY. Personally, I
worry that voters with internet access now believe that there is no need
for libraries any more. In this case, though, I am told that a largely
rural, lower-income populace voted down the library funding.
-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
"Better a bleeding heart than none at all."
--Unknown
---------- Forwarded Message ---------Date: Thursday, November 18, 1999, 12:24 PM -0500
From: Ruth V Oberg <oberg@ACSU.BUFFALO.EDU>
To: UBLIB-L@LISTSERV.ACSU.BUFFALO.EDU
Subject: Sad news - Corning Library closed (fwd)
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---------- Forwarded message ---------ANNOUNCEMENT
"The Tail has Wagged the Dog to Pieces."
(a more or less personal view from the Library Director,
Toni R. Rorapaugh)
By a vote of 395 to 233 in the Town of Caton, and by a vote of
217 to 159 in eastern Campbell Town (both in Steuben County,
NY), residents defeated the referendum to form a Special Library
Tax District, which would have kept the Corning Area Public Library
operational this year and supported it for at least three years more.
The revote in these two areas took place because the measure had
been defeated in September; the City of Corning and the Towns of
Erwin and Corning (the largest municipalities served by the
Library's charter) had returned a 62% positive result at the
same time, but, due to the design of the vote, the measure was
defeated.
Two towns which are part of the Library's current charter area,
Hornby and Lindley, opted not to participate at all.
The Corning Area Public Library is now closed permanently.
Staff are preparing collections for an orderly transition to a fate as
yet unknown, while Board members nail down plans for dissolution
of the charter and distribution of assets. The CAPL's current
charter served 7 municipalities, a population of some 34,000
citizens.
It had been hoped by some that a "white knight," perhaps in
the form of a "bailout" from Corning, Inc., the area's largest
employer, would save the public's investment in its over-100-yearold library. But Corning, Inc. had already convened the "L-21
(Library for the Twenty-First Century)" committee, along with NYS
Sen. John "Randy" Kuhl, and even the aid of high-priced
consultants from Libraries for the Future and other
experts made no dent in the Campbell and Caton voters' opinions.
The fact that enabling legislation permitted a second vote Tuesday
where it had failed in September seemed only to aggravate those
voters.
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The Library referendum would have cost taxpayers (who were
already supporting the Library to a smaller degree indirectly,
through their municipal budgets) between 43 and 58 cents per
$1,000 of assessed valuation, to build a budget of $585,000. Onethird of this amount was to have come from business tax revenues.
Anyone wishing to contact the Library after November 2 may
do so by FAX to: (607) 936-3715, or you may e-mail me at:
trorapau@lakenet.org.
Thanks to all of you for your support and encouragement over
the past very difficult year. And, considering how our public library
waters are floating with 90.3, filtering, and the business model, let
me quote a character from an old TV show: "Be careful out there!"
Toni R. Rorapaugh
Corning Area Public Library
300 Civic Center Plaza
Corning, NY 14830
--"I think the health of our civilization, the depth of our awareness
about the underpinnings of our culture, and our concern for the
future can
all be tested by how well we support our libraries." [Carl Sagan]

---------- End Forwarded Message ----------

From JohnR238 at aol.com Fri Nov 19 19:36:39 1999
From: JohnR238 at aol.com (JohnR238@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Remember the Corning!
Message-ID: <0.c6d1d594.25674717@aol.com>
This may not be the first library to close, but may be the first of note.
I think we will shortly seem many more follow, and it may be that one of the
first community institutions to bite the dust from the onslaught of the
internet will be the local library.
We can wring our hands in dismay, fight to keep our old ways, or devise
creative ways to adapt.
As a lover of passenger pigeons, and dodo birds, I think there's only one
survival path...
John R.
From Taffybear5 at aol.com Sat Nov 20 07:34:23 1999
From: Taffybear5 at aol.com (Taffybear5@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Remember the Corning!
Message-ID: <0.1ffca47e.2567ef4f@aol.com>

In a message dated 11/19/99 7:37:53 PM Eastern Standard Time,
JohnR238@aol.com writes:
<< We can wring our hands in dismay, fight to keep our old ways, or devise
creative ways to adapt. >>
yes, we can do that. we should adapt, but not at the expense of the physical
library as a "place". everything, contrary to popular belief, is NOT on the
internet or on a database or on CD-ROM! i can't tell you how many times i
direct people to print sources to answer their questions! and they are
amazed how how fast and easy it is!
it's up to those who know and use the libraries to educate those who think
they're not needed. i honestly believe that libraries, as the physical
place, will survive. we need to be the ones to be the most activist and most
vocal. it's not just to keep our jobs - its to preserve a needed institution.
it's not only for research and scholarly material - it's most important for
the casual reader, the senior citizen, the children. it's a place to get
together and share ideas...to get the lastest grisham novel, or read the
paper, or check out consumer reports. you can't do all of this online - and
i only hope people wake up before it's too late.
From jhcook at northnet.org Mon Nov 22 10:18:16 1999
From: jhcook at northnet.org (Joyce H. Cook)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Corning, NY Library closed (fwd) (fwd)
References: <LYR67625-47771-1999.11.19-17.07.22-jhcook#northnet.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38395EB7.1C761C02@northnet.org>
I am the editor of The LIFELINE, the newsletter of the NYS Council of Genealogical
Organizations (NYSCOGO). I will definitely mention the closing of the Corning PL
in the winter issue, and hope that genealogists and historians will be alerted to
this sad state of affairs. As with any death in the family, it seems to make the
rest of us feel even more vulnerable.
Joyce Cook, Fulton Public Library, Oswego County, NY
"Cynthia M. Van Ness" wrote:
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This news isn't strictly genealogical, but it is still shocking and will
make a difference to anyone doing research in Corning, NY. Personally, I
worry that voters with internet access now believe that there is no need
for libraries any more. In this case, though, I am told that a largely
rural, lower-income populace voted down the library funding.
-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
"Better a bleeding heart than none at all."
--Unknown
---------- Forwarded Message ---------Date: Thursday, November 18, 1999, 12:24 PM -0500
From: Ruth V Oberg <oberg@ACSU.BUFFALO.EDU>
To: UBLIB-L@LISTSERV.ACSU.BUFFALO.EDU
Subject: Sad news - Corning Library closed (fwd)
> ---------- Forwarded message --------->
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ANNOUNCEMENT
"The Tail has Wagged the Dog to Pieces."
(a more or less personal view from the Library Director,
Toni R. Rorapaugh)
By a vote of 395 to 233 in the Town of Caton, and by a vote of
217 to 159 in eastern Campbell Town (both in Steuben County,
NY), residents defeated the referendum to form a Special Library
Tax District, which would have kept the Corning Area Public Library
operational this year and supported it for at least three years more.
The revote in these two areas took place because the measure had
been defeated in September; the City of Corning and the Towns of
Erwin and Corning (the largest municipalities served by the
Library's charter) had returned a 62% positive result at the
same time, but, due to the design of the vote, the measure was
defeated.
Two towns which are part of the Library's current charter area,
Hornby and Lindley, opted not to participate at all.
The Corning Area Public Library is now closed permanently.
Staff are preparing collections for an orderly transition to a fate as
yet unknown, while Board members nail down plans for dissolution
of the charter and distribution of assets. The CAPL's current
charter served 7 municipalities, a population of some 34,000
citizens.
It had been hoped by some that a "white knight," perhaps in
the form of a "bailout" from Corning, Inc., the area's largest
employer, would save the public's investment in its over-100-yearold library. But Corning, Inc. had already convened the "L-21
(Library for the Twenty-First Century)" committee, along with NYS
Sen. John "Randy" Kuhl, and even the aid of high-priced
consultants from Libraries for the Future and other
experts made no dent in the Campbell and Caton voters' opinions.
The fact that enabling legislation permitted a second vote Tuesday
where it had failed in September seemed only to aggravate those
voters.
The Library referendum would have cost taxpayers (who were
already supporting the Library to a smaller degree indirectly,
through their municipal budgets) between 43 and 58 cents per
$1,000 of assessed valuation, to build a budget of $585,000. Onethird of this amount was to have come from business tax revenues.
Anyone wishing to contact the Library after November 2 may
do so by FAX to: (607) 936-3715, or you may e-mail me at:
trorapau@lakenet.org.
Thanks to all of you for your support and encouragement over
the past very difficult year. And, considering how our public library
waters are floating with 90.3, filtering, and the business model, let
me quote a character from an old TV show: "Be careful out there!"
Toni R. Rorapaugh
Corning Area Public Library
300 Civic Center Plaza
Corning, NY 14830
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>
--"I think the health of our civilization, the depth of our awareness
> about the underpinnings of our culture, and our concern for the
> future can
> all be tested by how well we support our libraries." [Carl Sagan]
---------- End Forwarded Message -----------You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jhcook@northnet.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From history at lapl.org Mon Nov 22 09:04:48 1999
From: history at lapl.org (History & Genealogy Department)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Withdrawing genealogies
Message-ID: <199911221708.JAA20416@zanja.lapl.org>
-- [ From: History & Genealogy Department * EMC.Ver #2.5.02 ] -Occasionally the author of a genealogy will request that I remove it from
the library's collection. The request is sometimes made with the offer of a
revised copy of the work, but there can be other scenarios as well. How do
other libraries respond to this.
Michael Kirley
-History & Genealogy Department
Los Angeles Public Library
history@lapl.org
From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Mon Nov 22 12:12:33 1999
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Withdrawing genealogies
In-Reply-To: <LYR6426-48092-1999.11.22-12.08.58-TESCHEK#TIAC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <448266355E5@LIBRARY.HAMPTON.LIB.NH.US>
Michael,
I'd seriously consider getting rid of it. More than likely the author now
realizes that there are serious errors in the work, or perhaps has just made
significant additions in a new edition, and wants to make sure that older editions
are long gone. There's enough bad genealogy out there
without hanging onto stuff that even the author wants to get rid of!
>
>
>
>

Occasionally the author of a genealogy will request that I remove it from
the library's collection. The request is sometimes made with the offer of a
revised copy of the work, but there can be other scenarios as well. How do
other libraries respond to this.

Bill Teschek
Assistant Director
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842

bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
(603)-926-3368
(603)-926-1348 (fax)
http://www.hampton.lib.nh.us
From egrundset at dar.org Mon Nov 22 15:07:41 1999
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Withdrawing genealogies
Message-ID: <915557B7B527D211AAC700805F4BF4861B00CE@darmail.clark.net>
This is a good question. The DAR Library often receives such requests.
We try to determine why the author would request this if they didn't
already tell why. If it is because a newer edition is coming, we
generally agree upon receipt of a copy of the new edition. There are
occasions when we will pull a book because the author is so upset about
the contents. Usually we withdraw it and put it on a problem shelf only
accessible to the staff.
Sometimes we have people angry because someone bought their book and
then donated it to us. They want us to remove it. We will not do that.
People think that their copyright on a book extends to where it can
physically reside!
We have also been contacted by people upset because a book they donated
was microfilmed by the LDS decades ago. They want us to assure them that
we are not selling their book. Naturally, we are not.
I'm sure you all get comments about why we should eliminate
photocopying too.
Recently, a lady contacted me requesting that stickers be placed in the
front of every book she had donated to us, telling researchers that
they could not copy from the books without contacting her. I had to
write her and tell her that fair use allows such copying. She was so
upset about people copying from copyrighted materials. I told her she
should register her copyright (which she had not done), but that she
might have trouble getting it approved because of the photocopies she
had included in her publications of obituaries from copyrighted
newspapers, copyrighted photographs which she probably did not hold the
right to, and on and on. The "book" was packed with things she had taken
from other people's works!
And, let's not even get into the question of people making corrections
in other people's books and the latter finding out about it!!
Eric Grundset
DAR Library
-----Original Message----From: History & Genealogy Department
Sent: Monday, November 22, 1999 9:05 AM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] Withdrawing genealogies
-- [ From: History & Genealogy Department * EMC.Ver #2.5.02 ] -Occasionally the author of a genealogy will request that I
remove it from

the library's collection. The request is sometimes made with
the offer of a
revised copy of the work, but there can be other scenarios as
well. How do
other libraries respond to this.
Michael Kirley
-History & Genealogy Department
Los Angeles Public Library
history@lapl.org
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: EGRUNDSET@DAR.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From berganne at metronet.lib.mi.us Mon Nov 22 15:58:05 1999
From: berganne at metronet.lib.mi.us (Anne Berg)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Circulating Genealogy CD-ROMs
Message-ID: <Pine.BSF.4.03.9911221547250.77474-100000@metronet.lib.mi.us>
Our library will soon be purchasing CD-ROMs (not computer software) to add
to our circulating collection, and I have been asked to recommend some
genealogy titles.
What experiences have you had with offering genealogy titles on CD-ROM
in your circulating collection? What titles would you suggest? Are there
any copyright issues we should be considering?
Thanks.
Anne Berg
Reference Librarian
Baldwin Public Library
300 West Merrill
Birmingham, MI 48012-3002
Phone: (248) 647-1700
Fax: (248) 644-7297
E-mail: berganne@metronet.lib.mi.us

From smith at ngsgenealogy.org Mon Nov 22 17:12:49 1999
From: smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Circulating Genealogy CD-ROMs
References: <LYR31053-48138-1999.11.22-15.58.12-smith#ngsgenealogy.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3839BFE1.80E15266@ngsgenealogy.org>
I am interested in all responses to this question. I briefly considered
circulating CD-ROM titles but abandoned the idea when it seemed that
copyright issues were too much of an obstacle.
Dereka Smith
National Genealogical Society

From heritagelib at hargray.com Tue Nov 23 08:44:05 1999
From: heritagelib at hargray.com (Randy Holcombe)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Circulating Genealogy CD-ROMs
References: <LYR32162-48138-1999.11.22-15.58.12-heritagelib#hargray.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <383A53D5.3E7CF60C@hargray.com>
At the Heritage Library, we attempt to add all available genealogical CD-ROM
titles to our collection. We even purchase CD-ROMs that cover bound volumes that
we have on the shelf. Generally, we do not allow these titles to circulate. The
reasons include:
1. CDs can easily be copied on to hard disk, zip disk, or CD-R. Too many
patrons ignore copyrights on software.
2. Our patrons expect to find the CD-ROM titles available when they come
through the door. We cannot afford to purchase multiple copies.
3. Many of our patrons have trouble making sense out of the data on a CD, so
we end up receiving calls from the patron at home. It is easier to handle the
question in the reading room.
4. Many CD-titles have the application software on the CD. Lending software
is a clear violation of the copyright. Even when the viewer software is free
(Family Archive Viewer) each user is expected to register their copy.
5. Some publishers have been reluctant to sell to libraries because they feel
that having their product at a library reduces their sales into the individual
genealogist market. If we lend CDs, we make that case for them.
6. When the point comes that all of our data is available on CD, and we
encourage patrons to check out the material, are we making libraries obsolete?
Better to provide a good computer lab with experienced, helpful genealogical
librarians. That's the difference between a library and Blockbuster Video.
Thanks,
Randy Holcombe
Director
The Heritage Library
Anne Berg wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Our library will soon be purchasing CD-ROMs (not computer software) to add
to our circulating collection, and I have been asked to recommend some
genealogy titles.
What experiences have you had with offering genealogy titles on CD-ROM
in your circulating collection? What titles would you suggest? Are there
any copyright issues we should be considering?
Thanks.
Anne Berg
Reference Librarian
Baldwin Public Library
300 West Merrill
Birmingham, MI 48012-3002
Phone: (248) 647-1700
Fax: (248) 644-7297
E-mail: berganne@metronet.lib.mi.us

> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: heritagelib@hargray.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: heritagelib.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 425 bytes
Desc: Card for Randy Holcombe
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991123/6e0b5b98/
heritagelib.vcf
From loatho at LTnet.ltls.org Tue Nov 23 12:23:59 1999
From: loatho at LTnet.ltls.org (Larry E. Oathout)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: copyright question
In-Reply-To: <LYR94075-47193-1999.11.16-13.43.47-loatho#LTnet.ltls.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.95.991123121814.15725A-100000@LTnet.ltls.org>
Our small public library is starting to tighten up thing in our local
history room. Here's a couple of questions I'm sure some of you have
grappled with in the past.
What do you consider fair use copying? 10 pages a book, 20, would like
some feedback.
Also we have some old city directories that are starting to crumble from
use. Is it best to scan those into a digital program or is there
something else that is better?
Larry Oathout
Mattoon Public Library
Mattoon, IL

From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Tue Nov 23 12:31:52 1999
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: copyright question
References: <LYR6350-48289-1999.11.23-13.10.34-AD#LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <383ADD97.11A1A26E@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
The guideline traditionally had been that as long as no more than 20% of a work
was copied, it was okay. I just recently went to a library copyright session
given by the Dept. of Public Instruction that said up to 1000 words or 10% was
okay, but they were targeting the "multimedia" use aspect, rather than the
scholarship aspect. I think it's one of those "use your judgment" things. The
LC Copyright page at http://www.loc.gov/copyright/circs/index.html#circ1 is good
too, but you'll need the Adobe reader to read the PDF files.
From:

http://www.libraries.psu.edu/mtss/fairuse/guidelinedoc.html
FAIR USE GUIDELINES FOR EDUCATIONAL MULTIMEDIA*

"There is no simple test to determine what is fair use. Section 107 of the
Copyright Act*** sets forth

the
four fair use factors
which should be considered in each instance, based on particular facts of a given
case,
to determine whether a use is a "fair use": (1) the purpose and character of use,
including whether
such use
is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes, (2) the
nature of the copyrighted
work,
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work as a whole,
and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the
copyrighted work."
"Larry E. Oathout" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Our small public library is starting to tighten up thing in our local
history room. Here's a couple of questions I'm sure some of you have
grappled with in the past.
What do you consider fair use copying? 10 pages a book, 20, would like
some feedback.
Also we have some old city directories that are starting to crumble from
use. Is it best to scan those into a digital program or is there
something else that is better?
Larry Oathout
Mattoon Public Library
Mattoon, IL
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: AD@LACROSSE.LIB.WI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
(608) 789-7156
fax: (608) 789-7106
http://www.lacrosse.lib.wi.us

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Tue Nov 23 13:44:55 1999
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: copyright question
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-48289-1999.11.23-13.10.34-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.991123133535.4852A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>

On Tue, 23 Nov 1999, Larry E. Oathout wrote:
> Also we have some old city directories that are starting to crumble from
> use. Is it best to scan those into a digital program or is there
> something else that is better?
Knowing nothing about what constitutes "fair use," I'll jump in for your
other question.
Nobody exactly *loves* microfilm, but it has advantages over digital
products. One is that it never suffers format obsolescence. Another is
that if one frame of the film gets scratched, the rest of the film is
still legible, which one cannot say about CD-ROMs. Thirdly, microfilm is
not as tempting to thieves as are digital products. Fourth, once you pay
the filming costs, you need never commit staff or funds to data migration
projects. Fifth, properly produced, a microfilm has a life span of 50+
years. Sixth, I'll bet a microfilm reader-printer is cheaper than your
typical computer workstation (but on this point I could be mistaken).
-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
"Better a bleeding heart than none at all."
--Unknown

From csellers at hsonline.net Tue Nov 23 15:00:00 1999
From: csellers at hsonline.net (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: Microform R/P [was copyright question]
References: <LYR6433-48298-1999.11.23-13.45.03-CSELLERS#HSONLINE.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <383AF240.520902EE@hsonline.net>
Cynthia,
With all the good advice I've received from you, I will never say you
are mistaken...but picking up on your sixth point: don't know exactly
what our computer workstations cost but around $3,000-$5,000
each...and the microform "scanner" with "bargain priced" laser printer
we bought earlier this year was $12,000 plus a maintenance contract
(don't leave the shop without it).
The interface so we can look at the microfilm on the computer will be
another $2,000-$2,500 -- but we should be able to zip obits & such off
by e-mail in answer to requests (among other uses). [Interesting
piece on "Making a Digital Historical Resource" in the October 1999
issue of Computers in Libraries.]
Still, I agree with everything you said about digital vs. microform &
would add that if a master copy can be stored somewhere else, the
scratched or otherwise damaged/destroyed film can be replaced if
necessary.
With the scanner/computer interface, I hope we can have the best of
both worlds!
PS. We require library users to show card or driver's license to use

our aged Internet workstations while anyone any age, no matter how
contraption challenged, can sit down at either of our reader/printers,
jump in & do their best (or less than) without any staff contact.
Amazingly, the machines hold up pretty well -- better than the
computers!
Charlotte Sellers <csellers@japl.lib.in.us>
Local & Family History Librarian (a newbie)
Jackson County Public Library
Seymour IN 47274
[opinions are mine, not those of JCPL]
"Cynthia M. Van Ness" wrote:
> ... Sixth, I'll bet a microfilm reader-printer is cheaper than your
> typical computer workstation (but on this point I could be mistaken).
>
> -=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=-=+=> Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
> Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
> "Better a bleeding heart than none at all."
--Unknown
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: CSELLERS@HSONLINE.NET
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
From rdallen at prairienet.org Tue Nov 23 15:20:39 1999
From: rdallen at prairienet.org (roberta d. allen)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: copyright question
In-Reply-To: <LYR6194-48289-1999.11.23-13.10.34-RDALLEN#PRAIRIENET.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.3.89.9911231555.A8508-0100000@bluestem>
You may want to consider microfilming the old city directories,
especially if you have microfilm readers.
Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
319 N. Vermilion St.
Danville, IL 61832

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Tue Nov 23 16:56:30 1999
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:23 2003
Subject: copyright question
In-Reply-To: <LYR6352-48289-1999.11.23-13.10.34--DLITZER#SCLS.LIB.WI.US@
lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYR94075-47193-1999.11.16-13.43.47-loatho#LTnet.ltls.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.19991123165630.007bccb0@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
We contracted with Northern Micrographics of La Crosse to scan our oldest
city directories. We got three hard copies bound on acid-free stock, a
CD-ROM and electronic files. See the 1892 on our website:

http://www.scls.lib.wi.us/mcm/localhistory.html
We were pleased with their results, and can now store the originals away.
From Pat_Gee at redcliffe.qld.gov.au Wed Nov 24 13:57:00 1999
From: Pat_Gee at redcliffe.qld.gov.au (Pat_Gee@redcliffe.qld.gov.au)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: Microform R/P [was copyright question]
Message-ID: <4A256833.0015B33A.00@mail.redcliffe.qld.gov.au>
You mention Computers in Libraries.
subscribe?

Is this a magazine, and if so, how does one

I'm very interested in the article you mention.
Regards,
Pat

From csellers at hsonline.net Tue Nov 23 23:04:21 1999
From: csellers at hsonline.net (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: Microform R/P
References: <LYR6433-48385-1999.11.23-22.46.48-CSELLERS#HSONLINE.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <383B63C5.70D53DBC@hsonline.net>
Pat,
CIL is a magazine published by Information Today (which has many
publications I find helpful) and is circulated to all interested staff
at our library.
Here's the home for Computers in Libraries
<http://www.infotoday.com/cilmag/ciltop.htm> with a link to
subscription info. It also links to past issues, but for this article,
unfortunately, only an abstract is online. Hope this helps.
PS. I'll be glad to snail mail a copy of the article if it's not
available through interlibrary loan....
Cheers!
Charlotte
Pat_Gee@redcliffe.qld.gov.au wrote:
>
> You mention Computers in Libraries.
> subscribe?...

Is this a magazine, and if so, how does one

From SCP_SULLI at sals.edu Tue Nov 23 23:28:33 1999
From: SCP_SULLI at sals.edu (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: copyright question
Message-ID: <991123232833.176b0@sals.edu>

>From a preservationist's standpoint, the toughest choice to make is that to
>get the best quality digitized image, you must have flat pages, i.e.,
>debinding the book or slicing off the binding. In our case, the oldest
>directories were stapled together, so we simply removed the staples. The
>1892 edition you'll find on our website was actually scanned from a photocopy
If you have a book-edge copier, it may be easier to copy the directories and
scan from the copies, both for the reason you cited and because OCR will
sometimes work better that way.
You might also recruit some genealogy volunteers to re-enter the text,
depending on what you plan to do with it. I'm feeding it into a database and
producing a street list from that, with bidirectional links between the names
and streets. This requires considerable markup, and it may be just as easy to
do it then as to edit a scanned file, especially if the accuracy isn't great.
Our first directory is up at <http://www.scpl.org/citydirectories/1841>.
Bob Sullivan
Schenectady County Public Library (NY)

scp_sulli@sals.edu
http://www.scpl.org

From yvonne at bham.lib.al.us Wed Nov 24 07:35:06 1999
From: yvonne at bham.lib.al.us (Yvonne Crumpler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: copyright question
References: <LYR30955-48391-1999.11.23-23.23.12-yvonne#bham.lib.al.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <383BE98A.4B1C692B@bham.lib.al.us>
Did you all know that Minolta has a copier that will copy fragile and tightly
bound books? I saw a demo by a local company and it is wonderful. It is digital,
the copy surface actually levels one side of the book so that the copy can be
made. Beautiful copies result, the book has not been destroyed and it does not
produce as much light and heat as previous copiers. Call Minolta and ask about
this copier if you have not seen it.
Yvonne Crumpler, Librarian
Birmingham Public Library
Robert Sullivan wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>From a preservationist's standpoint, the toughest choice to make is that to
>get the best quality digitized image, you must have flat pages, i.e.,
>debinding the book or slicing off the binding. In our case, the oldest
>directories were stapled together, so we simply removed the staples. The
>1892 edition you'll find on our website was actually scanned from a photocopy
If you have a book-edge copier, it may be easier to copy the directories and
scan from the copies, both for the reason you cited and because OCR will
sometimes work better that way.
You might also recruit some genealogy volunteers to re-enter the text,
depending on what you plan to do with it. I'm feeding it into a database and
producing a street list from that, with bidirectional links between the names
and streets. This requires considerable markup, and it may be just as easy to
do it then as to edit a scanned file, especially if the accuracy isn't great.
Our first directory is up at <http://www.scpl.org/citydirectories/1841>.
Bob Sullivan
Schenectady County Public Library (NY)

scp_sulli@sals.edu
http://www.scpl.org

>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: yvonne@bham.lib.al.us
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org Wed Nov 24 08:48:01 1999
From: kwestwoo at cwmarsmail.cwmars.org (kwestwoo@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: copyright question
In-Reply-To: <LYR6182-48289-1999.11.23-13.10.34-KWESTWOO#CWMARSMAIL.CWMARS.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYR94075-47193-1999.11.16-13.43.47-loatho#LTnet.ltls.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <199911241345.IAA22524@cwmarsmail.cwmars.org>
I don't know about Illinois, but many of the Massachusetts city
directories have been microfilmed already. Check the Mormons, UMI,
possibly Holbrook (or does he only do New England?) and some of the
other sources where you get reprints -- they may already have been
reformatted.
Also, photocopying onto acid-free paper and rebinding might be an
option. Bridgeport National Bindery (as well as other
binderies, I'm sure) offers preservation photocopying
services.
Katharine
>
>
>
>
>

Date:
From:
To:
Subject:
Reply-to:

Tue, 23 Nov 1999 12:23:59 -0600 (CST)
"Larry E. Oathout" <loatho@LTnet.ltls.org>
"Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
[genealib] Re: copyright question
"Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>

> Our small public library is starting to tighten up thing in our local
> history room. Here's a couple of questions I'm sure some of you have
> grappled with in the past.
>
> What do you consider fair use copying? 10 pages a book, 20, would like
> some feedback.
>
> Also we have some old city directories that are starting to crumble from
> use. Is it best to scan those into a digital program or is there
> something else that is better?
>
> Larry Oathout
> Mattoon Public Library
> Mattoon, IL
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: KWESTWOO@CWMARSMAIL.CWMARS.ORG
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>
Katharine C. Westwood
Local History Librarian
Berkshire Athenaeum
1 Wendell Avenue

Pittsfield, Mass.
(413) 499-9486

01201

From cparker at toto.csustan.edu Thu Nov 25 00:07:56 1999
From: cparker at toto.csustan.edu (Carlyle Parker)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: copyright question
Message-ID: <199911250807.AAA06174@athena.csustan.edu>
I do not believe that librarians can determine "Fair Use" for its patrons.
Microform is still the best way to save books, etc. for the future.
/

J. Carlyle Parker, Turlock CA

From cparker at toto.csustan.edu Thu Nov 25 01:12:01 1999
From: cparker at toto.csustan.edu (Carlyle Parker)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: Circulating Genealogy CD-ROMs
Message-ID: <199911250912.BAA08450@athena.csustan.edu>
#}logical CD-Roms:
Is the Copyright for a CD any different than for videos, books,
or periodicals?
Do publishers also object to our purchase of their books,
periodicals, and videos? If so, do we care?
Our publishing company receives many orders for my book, Going to
Salt Lake City Do Family History Research, because they saw it in
a library and wanted their own copy.
We will surely make "libraries obsolete" if we don't buy CD's and
circulate them.
J. Carlyle Parker
Emeritus Librarian and Archivist, California State University,
Stanislaus, Turlock, CA
From pfischer at joynet.com.au Sat Nov 27 09:57:02 1999
From: pfischer at joynet.com.au (Pat Fischer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: Microform R/P [was copyright question]
References: <LYR56034-48385-1999.11.23-22.46.48-pfischer#joynet.com.au@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002001bf3869$f039bae0$24d56dcb@default>
Hi Pat
I was interested to see that you are from Redcliffe and subscribed
to the US newsgroup. I have a copy of the article (from Computers in
Libraries) if you are interested. I'm a Local Studies Librarian from the
Gold Coast (Qld) Australia
Regards
Pat Fischer

----- Original Message ----From: <Pat_Gee@redcliffe.qld.gov.au>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, 24 November 1999 13:57
Subject: [genealib] Re: Microform R/P [was copyright question]
> You mention Computers in Libraries. Is this a magazine, and if so, how
does one
> subscribe?
>
> I'm very interested in the article you mention.
>
> Regards,
> Pat
>
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: pfischer@joynet.com.au
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From heritagelib at hargray.com Mon Nov 29 08:53:05 1999
From: heritagelib at hargray.com (Randy Holcombe)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: Circulating Genealogy CD-ROMs
References: <LYR32162-48620-1999.11.25-04.11.33-heritagelib#hargray.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38423EF1.C0664F01@hargray.com>
The copyright for information on CDs is no different than for any other published
material. The difference is on the executable software on the CD. There is no
"fair use" of a software program, i.e. you cannot just copy a small portion. In
addition, it is often easier to copy the entire contents of a CD rather than just
the portion your patron is researching.
The fact is that computer users can and do illegally copy software and databases.
The problem is particularly a troublesome in genealogy where many people
mistakenly believe that all records are in the public domain, ignoring the
man-years spent compiling and indexing.
Yes, we do need to care. If we as librarians do not make an attempt to ensure
that our patrons obey copyright law, we not only open ourselves to suit, but we
may discourage commercial effort to publish genealogical data, to the detriment of
the entire genealogical community.
Randy Holcombe
Director, The Heritage Library
Carlyle Parker wrote:
> #}logical CD-Roms:
>
> Is the Copyright for a CD any different than for videos, books,
> or periodicals?

>
> Do publishers also object to our purchase of their books,
> periodicals, and videos? If so, do we care?
>
> Our publishing company receives many orders for my book, Going to
> Salt Lake City Do Family History Research, because they saw it in
> a library and wanted their own copy.
>
> We will surely make "libraries obsolete" if we don't buy CD's and
> circulate them.
>
> J. Carlyle Parker
> Emeritus Librarian and Archivist, California State University,
> Stanislaus, Turlock, CA
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: heritagelib@hargray.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: heritagelib.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 425 bytes
Desc: Card for Randy Holcombe
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/19991129/57f1776d/
heritagelib.vcf
From kdm at ckls.org Tue Nov 30 17:41:40 1999
From: kdm at ckls.org (Kathy Mitchum)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:24 2003
Subject: Index to passenger list interpretation
In-Reply-To: <LYR6180-48884-1999.11.29-08.51.35--KDM#CKLS.ORG@lists.acom
p.usf.edu>
References: <LYR32162-48620-1999.11.25-04.11.33-heritagelib#hargray.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <199911302346.RAA03466@services.kansasweb.com>
Our patron just received a reel of the soundex: Index to Passenger Lists,
New York, New York (T621-262) After finding the 5 cards including these
individuals, we are not clear how to interpret all the information.
Name, age, sex are easy---could anyone help out with interpreting the other
numbers so the patron can look for the actual list now???
HUGUES, Andre
HUGUES, Constance 33f

3m
27

HUGUES, Louis
HUGUES, Mathilde
HUGUES, Raoul
Thanks for any help!!
Kathy Mitchum

11f

30

96

3797

96

3797

36m

29

94

26

96

3797

5m

29

96

3797

3797

ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
kdm@ckls.org
From netster at csinet.net Sun Nov 28 00:28:24 1999
From: netster at csinet.net (Lannette K Crutchfield)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:26 2003
Subject: Researching house history
In-Reply-To: <LYR6461-51348-1999.12.14-16.05.04-NETSTER#CSINET.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: Conversation <LYR6461-51348-1999.12.14-16.05.04-NETSTER#CSINET.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu> with last message <LYR6461-513481999.12.14-16.05.04--NETSTER#CSINET.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <MAPI.Id.0016.00657473746572203030303730303037@MAPI.to.RFC822>
Dear Traci,
I am the author of the booklet "Researching House History." Because of
the many requests I had regarding how to do this, I wrote this little
booklet referencing La Porte County records, references and documents. I
cannot tell you if it would be a good reference for your area as I am not
familiar with sources available there for search. I have seen other
prepared "how to" books on this topic which refer to many of the same
sources I recommend. I would think that in many instances, researching
house history is like researching genealogy--the references are quite the
same but locations, titles and extant dates may be different.
Thank you for your interest.
Fern Eddy Schultz
La Porte County (IN) Historian
From netster at csinet.net Sun Nov 28 01:09:09 1999
From: netster at csinet.net (Lannette K Crutchfield)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:27 2003
Subject: Researching house history
In-Reply-To: <LYR6461-51525-1999.12.16-17.00.30-NETSTER#CSINET.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: Conversation <LYR6461-51525-1999.12.16-17.00.30-NETSTER#CSINET.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu> with last message <LYR6461-515251999.12.16-17.00.30--NETSTER#CSINET.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <MAPI.Id.0016.00657473746572203030303730303037@MAPI.to.RFC822>
Dear Traci,
I recently purchased a book entitled HOUSE HISTORIES, A Guide to Tracing
the Genealogy of Your Home by Sally Light, published by Golden Hill Press,
Inc., Spencertown, NY 12165.
It, however, discusses the architectural aspects of a house and how to
determine structure dates as opposed to my book in which documents for
searching to find the erection date are discussed.
Fern Eddy Schultz
La Porte County (IN) Historian

